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EDITOR’S NOTE

Education is the key
for viable future

I


Shanti
Mansabdar
Founder Editor

had been to the U. S. on a personal trip
recently. While I was there, I happened to
read an interesting paper about ‘Identifying
Future Competitive Business Strategies for
the U.S. Residential Wood Furniture Industry:
Benchmarking and Paradigm Shifts’. The
report was penned by Albert Schuler and Urs
Buehlmann in early 2000. As we usually say
we are 20 years behind the U. S., in terms of
development, I tried to relate the situation
to the current state of Indian woodworking
industry. And, interestingly, I found many
similarities.
The report stated that during the past
decade (during 1990 to 2000), the U. S.
residential wood furniture industry has lost
approximately one-third of its market share
to imports. The problem is spreading to other
wood-based industries such as kitchen cabinets,
upholstered furniture, and wood office furniture.
From the Indian perspective, we need to ponder
upon a few very important points highlighted
in the paper as we move to 2020 (Please read the
following paragraphs replacing U.S. with India).
The path to the future for the U.S. furniture
industry must be based on the only sustainable
competitive advantage we have – proximity
to market. This, combined with innovative
and novel ideas in all aspects of the furniture
industry – design, supply chain, manufacturing,
distribution, service, and customer relations
(e.g., the total product concept) – presents the
opportunity for the industry to take advantage
of the positive market outlook for furniture sales
for future decades.
Paths to the future have to include all the
stakeholders, including companies, industry
associations, governmental agencies, as well
as educational and research institutions. We
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CELEBRATING

envision a multi-path approach, where specific
problems are analysed and solved while taking
advantage of opportunities as they materialize.
In particular, we suggest that the following
four areas become the focus for the U.S. wood
furniture and wood products industry in its
strategic planning efforts:
l Business model
l Manufacturing
l Education
l Public policy
All efforts will be in vain if the industry is
not able to attract, educate, and retain young
individuals who believe that they have a viable
future in the industry. Institutions of all types
offering education for woodworkers and
managers around the country can confirm the
difficulties in attracting students to wood and
furniture programmes. But this is only one side
of the battle. The challenge is to convince smart,
motivated students to enrol in an industry with
a reputation for stodginess, low pay, and few
chances for advancement.
Also needed are better opportunities for
life-long learning for the individuals already in
the industry. This applies especially for handson, applied education (e.g., ideas or methods
that can be used immediately in their positions).
Above all, we have to instill an openness to
change in these people so the industry can
become perceptive of new opportunities even
though it means abandoning existing practices.
As a part of the Indian woodworking
industry, we, at Modern Woodwork, would be
concentrating more on the ‘Education’ part of
this in the near future with the help of other
stakeholders. See you at IndiaWood 2020!
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POST SHOW REPORT / MUMBAIWOOD 2019

MumbaiWood 2019: Up in downturn

PHOTOS: NÜRNBERGMESSE

While the economic slowdown is taking root, it was usual business at
MumbaiWood 2019. This is a clear sign that the slowdown narrative is not uniform
across the industry spectrum. The woodworking industry is now awaiting the
mega-exhibition – IndiaWood 2020. Modern Woodwork is proud to be associated
with DelhiWood, MumbaiWood and IndiaWood as the Official Publication.

lT
 he most promising show for

the woodworking industry
in Western India, receives
overwhelming response from
SMEs across western India.
l MumbaiWood 2019 was all
about Carpentry and Skill
Development.

T

he 4th edition of
MumbaiWood hosted
over 175+ participants from
India and other countries

during 17 to 19 oct 2019 at
the Bombay Exhibition Centre,
Mumbai, India. The trade fair
offered a holistic experience
for furniture and wood-based
manufacturing industries over
a 5,000 sq. m. exhibition area.
MumbaiWood 2019 was
inaugurated on 17th October
by Mr. Bernhard Steinruecke,
Director, Indo-German
Chamber of Commerce and
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The 4th edition of
MumbaiWood hosted
over 175+ participants
from India and other
countries during 17
to 19 oct 2019 at the
Bombay Exhibition
Centre, Mumbai

Ms. Sonia Prashar, Chairperson
of the Board and Managing
Director, NürnbergMesse
India, along with key industry
stakeholders.
A significant highlight of the
event was the special Live Skill
Demo Workshops 1rganized
with Dimensions Network.
These sessions focused on skill
and knowledge development
in Innovation, Conservation,

Glimpses from MumbaiWood 2019
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Industry
Speak:

MumbaiWood
2019 in
Numbers

175+
Exhibitors

Mr. Bernhard Steinruecke
Director General,
Indo German Chamber of Commerce

Good exhibition, very impressed with certain
manufacturers who are making a lot of machines
for the woodworking sector in India. Indian Market
is good, exhibitors are happy with the kind of
business they generate over here. All this makes
the MumbaiWood a successful expo. Workshop
by Dimensions shows the capability of artisans of
India. The combination of handicraft and modern
machinery is the future.

Mr. Pavel Stepanov

5,000

Square Meters
Display Area

8,000

Visitors from

500
cities

Education and sustainable
development surrounding wood
and woodworking. The sessions
showcased skills in carpentry,
material machinery to create
a monumental solid wood
structure. There was a live skill
competition between mentees in
the dimension network mentored
by professionals in the field and
Product Showcase by a few select
members of the network.
Visitors from over 500
cities pre-registered and visited
MumbaiWood 2019. We
experienced an ecstatic visitor
footfall of over 8,000 throughout
the 3 show days.
The next edition of Mumbai
Wood is scheduled for 2021.
For more detailed information,
do visit www.indiawood.com

Aristo India

MumbaiWood is the right place for furniture
manufacturers looking out for potential partnership,
customers and business prospects.

INDIAWOOD 2020
27 February to
2 March 2020,
Bengaluru, India

Mr. Nirav Shah

Managing Director, Jai Industries
MumbaiWood gives mutual benefit for both
exhibitors and visitors. It’s the right place for potential
customers to get a better understanding of the latest
in the industry and the visitors, who get learn new
technology on show and gain more knowledge, these
help in building in better furniture. At the upcoming
India wood, we would like to introduce high end
products to ensure the target audience.

Mr. Gopi T.
Managing Director, Woodtech Consultancy
Mumbai wood has been good in terms of focusing on
western region. This has brought in a lot of regional
clients, as well as giving us a good head start for the
upcoming India Wood, which is one of the best shows
in the country.

For bookings, contact:
l Belliappa MK, Project Manager
l Tel. +91 99160 92922
l belliappa.mk@nm-india.com
l Pradeep Kumar Gopal, Project Director
l Tel +91 99860 66910
l pradeepkumargopal@nm-india.com

For international participation, contact:
l Partha Pran Bhagawati, Sr. Project Manager
l Tel. +91 99860 61956
l parthapran.bhagawati@nm-india.com

INDIAWOOD 2020:
27 February 2020 to 02 March 2020,
Bengaluru, India
HOLZ-HANDWERK
18 to 21 March 2020,
Nuremberg, Germany
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POST SHOW REPORT / CIFF WMF 2019

Woodworking Machinery Fair
continues providing onestop sourcing platform for
woodworking industry

T

he Shanghai
International
Furniture Machinery
& Woodworking Machinery
Fair (WMF) has achieved
unprecedented success in
2019. The four-day fair has
drawn over 1,50,000 local
and overseas visitors, setting
an all-time attendance record
for the event. To continue
showcasing a wide array of
stage-of-the-art equipment and
technologies and facilitating
the sustainable development of
the woodworking and furniture
industry, WMF will be grandly
held again on 7-10 September
2020 in collaboration with
CIFF (Shanghai).

WMF 2019 drawn
over 1,50,000
local and overseas
visitors, setting an
all-time attendance
record.
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Overwhelming responses
from visitors
WMF 2019 brought
together exhibitors from 13
countries and regions including
Austria, Belgium, France,
Gabon, Germany, Italy, Japan,
Malaysia, China, Romania,
Singapore, U.S.A and Taiwan
Region. Exhibitors like Homag,
Weinig, Biesse, Excitech have
participated in the exhibition.
The international exhibition
attracted a large number of
overseas visitors. In order to
allow buyers and exhibitors to
have more in-depth exchanges,
‘Business Matching Service’
was arranged to connect the
buyers and exhibitors more
efficiently.

Large-scale exhibition opens
up business opportunities
In order to create a
more international platform,
WMF 2019 welcomed 42
delegations organized by
various associations, including
23 overseas associations from
Vietnam, Russia, Myanmar,
Egypt, Indonesia, Malaysia,
South Korea, Japan, Peru and
other countries. 19 delegations
were formed by woodworking
associations in different
regions in China, including the
Hubei Furniture Association,
the Wuhan Furniture Industry
Association, and the Jiangsu
Wooden Door Committee.
Mr. Nguyen Mai Tong,
Education and Technology
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Mr. Mauro Rios Torresm
Consultor Forestal, Manejo de
Bosques Comercio de Maderas, Peru
This is my first time to visit WMF,
I am very satisfied with the show,
it was a huge success. We found
the machinery and technologies
we require, we will definitely come
again in future.

Mr. Ji

Shandong Linyi Decorative
Panel Chamber of Commerce, China
I must appreciate the forums at
WMF for providing fruitful industry
information. The exhibits were
high-tech and covered the whole
production chain, showing the era of
Industry 4.0.

Mr. Wang Shi Wei

Deputy General Manager, Shenglin
Timber Slab Co., Ltd., China
T
 he exhibition provided the
knowledge for the latest facilities and
technology. It will help us to establish
a list of potential suppliers.

Ms. Maria Prokopenko
Head of Purchasing,
Mashimport LLC, Russia

T
 he level of exhibition is getting
higher and the booth design is getting
better over the years, we are very
satisfied with your arrangement and
services provided. We are planning
to place orders with amount US $120
million dollars.

Representative of the Handicraft
and Wood Industry Association
of Ho Chi Minh City (HAWA),
said that China's furniture
industry is diverse and focused
on its function, unlike Vietnam's
young and vibrant wood
industry. The show provides
a convenient platform for
information exchange.
The Myanmar Furniture
Industry Association (MFIA)
President Mr. Kyaw Kyaw Win
and the Wood Based Furniture
Association (WBFA), Mr.
Aung Kyaw Moe expressed
satisfaction with the organizer's
arrangement. “The fair provided
a one-stop platform where our
members could communicate
with other associations and
exhibitors.”
Nantong City Household
Industry Chamber of Commerce
Secretary Chen Hui said the
companies’ representatives are
satisfied to the arrangement,
especially the visiting route
which they met lots of renowned
exhibitors. Some of them have
spent over RMB 600 thousand
for the machines.
Wuxi Furniture Industry
Association Secretary Chen
Yao-kang said the exhibition
showcased a series of machinery
in the entire industry chain.
Some of their delegates have
purchased onsite as well.
WMF is committed to
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integrating industry resources
from upstream and downstream
of the whole woodworking
supply chain. Apart from
showcasing a wide array of
machineries, several forums
were held to share industry
information such as China
National Forestry Machinery
Association 6th Session of
Second Council Meeting, 1st
Session of Second Board of
Supervisors Meeting, TECH
TALK (I): Surface Treatment
Technology, China National
Forestry Machinery Association
Woodworking Machinery
Committee Annual Conference
and Group Standard Project
Review Meeting, TECH TALK
(II): Upholstery Machinery and
CAD/CAM, The Conference of
Development for China Wood
Industry Park and Port Industry.
WMF 2019 has successfully
helped exhibitors and buyers
forge closed relationships and
tap into business opportunities.
Some exhibitors and buyers
signed cooperation agreements
on the spot with the view of
benefiting the woodworking
and furniture manufacturing
industry at large, WMF will
upgrade its services and take a
step forward to Industry 4.0 in
the next edition to be organized
on 7-10 September 2020.



Optimized process
– increased profit.
ColourBrain® RawBoard 4.0 − less reject due to optimal process monitoring.

Double sided automatic optical inspection of chipboards
and MDF / HDF boards after the grinding.
®
X-Light LED technology for reliable detection of smallest defects.
Slim design for easy integration in your production line.
For more information
about ColourBrain ® visit
www.baumerinspection.com

POST SHOW REPORT / CIFF SHANGHAI 2019

New records and constant
innovation to respond to
changes in the sector

T

he 44th edition of CIFF
Shanghai ended at the
NECC in Hongqiao with
record numbers of exhibitors,
visitors, and events organized,
giving rise to much enthusiasm
and thus establishing itself
as the sector’s main source
of inspiration and business
platform in China and Asia at
large.
Record numbers of
visitors, exhibitors, and
events organized: 150,766
professionals from China and
abroad, over 1,500 companies,
and more than 40 conferences,
forums, and themed events.
These are the figures from
CIFF Shanghai 2019, equally
unforgettable for its quality
level and the new concepts for
living and working proposed.
Organized by China
Foreign Trade Guangzhou
Exhibition General Co. Ltd. and
China Foreign Trade Macalline
Exhibition Co. Ltd., the event
has given life to an absolutely
original trade fair model: the
"exhibition and mall alliance,”
combining the fair’s offering
with concrete and immediate
business opportunities. IFF
Shanghai 2019 represented
the entire furniture supply
chain, covering all home
furniture sectors with a
particular focus on Chinese
design and international

CIFF
Shanghai
2019 in
Numbers:

1,500+

Companies

1,50,766
40+

Visitors

Conferences,
forums and
themed events
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production, outdoor furniture,
home decor, furnishing fabrics,
the office, and machinery for
the furniture industry.
Eighty percent of
Chinese design brands
were present at NECC in
Hongqiao, demonstrating
that CIFF Shanghai is now the
ultimate point of reference
for quality and innovation
and the designated place for
defining home furnishing
trends. The presence of an
ever-increasing number of
foreign companies, both in the
International Lifestyle Hall
and in the halls dedicated to
furnishing living and sleeping
areas, as well as at CIFFWMF, the sector of the fair
dedicated to machinery and
technologies for the furniture
industry, confirms CIFF’s
role as an essential platform
for entering the increasingly

rich and demanding Chinese
market.The 44th edition of
CIFF Shanghai hosted a series
of important events, seminars,
competitions, and innovative
initiatives.
New strategies and
interesting initiatives are
planned for 46th CIFF
Shanghai, which will take
place from September 7 to
10, 2020, and has already
gained the participation of
internationally recognized
brands. But now, all eyes are on
45th CIFF Guangzhou: March
18–21, 2020 (home furniture,
home decor and hometextile,
outdoor and leisure furniture)
and March 28–31, 2020
(office furniture, commercial
furniture, hotel furniture and
furniture machinery and raw
materials)
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NEW LAUNCH

NEW LAUNCH

Wood-Mizer Releases
two-in-one MP160
Planer/Thicknesser

AIPL Shopee to provide
easy access to hardware
and allied products

A

W

ood-Mizer
has released
the MP160 planer and
thicknesser, new two-inone machine to produce
straight and square,
accurately dimensioned
boards. Efficient and
compact, the MP160
changes bowed or cupped
rough sawn timber into
perfectly planed boards.
The MP160 shares one
horizontal cutter between
two cast iron tables – the
upper table for planing and
the lower table for
thicknessing. No machine
adjustments are needed to
switch between planning
and thicknessing. Just
switch between the two
functions easily without
stopping the cutter or
extractor. Start by using
the top table for planing
– making two adjoining
sides perfectly flat and at a
precise right angle to each
other. Then use the bottom
table for thicknessing
the last two sides to be

Top Features:

l 4 step process to

produce square and
straight material
l For producers of
furniture, windows,
doors and more.
l Use jointer and planer
without any setup
between modes

parallel to the first two,
thicknessing the board to
its final dimensions.
A safety guard keeps
operator’s hands safe
during planing. The board
fence tilts up to 45 degrees
for jointing angled boards.
The top and bottom tables
can be adjusted as needed,
and the infeed and outfeed
tables always remain
parallel to each other.
The outfeed table can be
fine-adjusted. Two power
rollers pull boards under
the cutter. The power feed
has an industrial gearbox.
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jit Industries Pvt.
Ltd. (AIPL), a leader
in the hardware and
manufacturing industry
launched its first company
owned e-commerce
website called AIPL
Shopee (www.aiplshopee.
com/). Launched in
presence of Mr. Arindam
Chaudhuri, AIPL
Shopee aims to serve its
customers with products
that provide simple
solutions to problems
relating to the hardware
and home improvement
industry.
The website will give
easy access to customers
through a direct network
of products that are either
too difficult to find in
traditional marketplaces
or are simply not available.
The website was launched
as an extension to
the philosophy of the
company, ‘Life Simplified’
- making it easier for the
customers and businesses
to purchase the best and
most relevant products in
a simple, quick and easy
way. In order to ensure
the best possible service
on the website, the
website has a dedicated
team that will look after
every day operations for a
quick and easy customer
experience.
Speaking at the event,
Mr. Ajit Gupta CEO and

AIPL Shopee is
currently offering
customers adhesive
tapes, hardware, home
improvement, stationary
supplies, cleaning
solutions, automotive,
construction, packaging
and security products
and intents to bring in
more innovative products
and services ahead.

Founder of AIPL Group.
said, "AIPL Shopee is a first
of its kind e-commerce
website dedicated to
providing customers and
businesses easy access
to relevant products. In
fast growing on-demand
economy AIPL wishes
to become the leader
in providing customers
with the best products
without them having to
search for the products in
traditional marketplaces.
By creating a platform
for all their hardware
and home improvement
needs, customers will
enjoy access to hundreds
of products, some of
which they may not have
heard of but require
nonetheless."



POST SHOW REPORT / SICAM 2019

The global furniture industry
chooses Pordenone yet again
SICAM 2019 excels once more in top quality attendances and business relations

T

he 11th edition
of SICAM, the
International Exhibition
of Components, Accessories,
and Semi-Finished Products
for the Furniture Industry
recently concluded by
significantly strengthening
the numbers and value
reached. The sector’s most
qualified professionals from
all over the world have been
here in Pordenone over

the four days. Once more
for this edition, over 8,000
enterprises visited the trade
fair to create business for the
over 600 companies exhibiting
their technology and design
products at the highest global
level throughout the ten halls
containing 16,500 square
metres of stands.
The international rate of
the event was extremely high
yet again. 27% of companies

 exhibiting at the trade
Over 8,000 enterprises
visited SICAM 2019 to
create business for the
over 600
companies exhibiting
their technology and
design products.

fair came from 32 foreign
countries, while 69% of
visitors were Italian and 31%
arrived from abroad from 109
countries. Germany and China
were the best represented
among the visitors, two
markets that are, in different
ways, global leaders in
furniture manufacturing for
the different market brackets.
There was also great influx
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While 69% of visitors
were Italian, 31%
arrived from abroad
from 109 countries.

According to
Statista, sales of
multi-functional
furniture, intelligent
integrated solutions
and solutions for
intelligent homes
should reach a total
of approximately
Euro 3,583 million in
2019 and expected
to reach Euro 6,974
million by 2023.

600

Exhibitors
from

32

10

Halls

16,500

Square meters of
stands

countries
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8,000

Enterprise
visitors from

110

countries

from Central and Eastern
European countries, above
all Russia and Ukraine.
There was also a strong
increase in visitors from
North Africa and Middle
and Far Eastern countries,
especially Iran.
The greatest indicator of
the industry’s appreciation
of SICAM’s effectiveness
in this regard is seen in
how many companies
from all over the world
return here to exhibit. “This
year 93% of companies
returned, including top
level enterprises,” explained
Carlo Gobbi, the organiser
of SICAM. “The quality of
attendees and exhibitions
always prevails at SICAM
and this is the direct reason
for the quality and high
international attendance
rate of visitors”.
Many top players
from the components and
accessories sector were
present at Pordenone
once again this year with
their innovative solutions,
original products, ideas
and technologies. SICAM
offered them four days
of business, free from
distractions and problems.
Everything at the trade fair
is focused on developing
commercial and marketing
contacts between the
companies offering their
products at the stands and
the visitors arriving from all
over the world.
The next edition of
SICAM, the twelfth edition,
will be held once more in
Pordenone from 13th to
16th October 2020.
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The Globally Compatible machines

for high end professionals

OptiCut 3.2 (auto) Beam Saw with
Optimization Software & Label Printer
“Unbelievable
saw carrier speed
and optimum
thickness cutting,
all adjustable to
your need. Stability
and service life
of the machine is
incredible”

Heavy duty suspension grippers,
avoiding scratch board surface. It
can gripe the panel perfectly, highly
reduce labour intensity, and greatly
improve production efficiency

Air floating table to avoid
scratches on board and assuring
smooth board movement, suitable
for heavy and big panels.

HD Touch screen with Optimized
software programed, provide
safety and quick speedy cutting
with label printer and reduce
wastage of material.
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Technical Details:
Max. cutting length

mm

3180

Max. cutting thickness

mm

100

Saw carriage forward speed

m / min

100

Saw carriage backward speed

m / min

150

Main saw blade size

mm

400Φ x 60Φ

Speed of main saw blade

rpm

4800

Main saw motor

hp

21.2

Scoring saw blade size

mm

180Φ x 30Φ

Speed of scoring saw blade

rpm

6500

Auto feeding motor (AC servo)

hp

1.3

Feeding speed

m / min

100

Saw carriage drive motor

hp

3.0

High pressure blower motor

hp

3.0

Working air pressure

Kg / cm²

5~7

Total power

hp

28.5

Panel Saw OptiSaw ( auto) 3.2
“Euro Standard Engineering to maximize the ease
of operations & speed of production”

Smooth-running and
powerful saw unit:
It is a powerhouse produced with the latest
manufacturing technology. The saw shaft runs
incredibly smoothly, because it is electronically
balanced as a fully assembled unit, and
extensive use of cast components in the
making. The high precision vertical movement
of the unit is linear with maintenance -free
guide bearings & allows the whole unit to tilt
easily & precisely to exactly the correct angle.

The motorized ripfence
It has an accuracy of +/- 0.1 mm.
The high precision ball spindle
system guarantees precise
adjustment of the ripfence.

Sturdy frame with
telescopic cross-cut fence

Digital Read out
(DRO) – Optional

It provides a rigid support
for all cutting with telescopic
cross-cut fence Sturdy frame
with telescopic cross-cut
fence with aluminum guides
for precise and easy position.
Panels can be squared & cut
at an angle up to 45°on both
sides of the table.

Crosscut mitre fence is
equipped with DRO that
displays the job length
digitally. This enables
a setting precision
accuracy of +/- 0.1 mm.

Heavy duty
precision
Sliding Table:

Eye-level operating
panel for the ease of
operation

Runs on large rollers
sandwiched between
hard chromed guide bars.
Hollow multi-chamber
alu. Extrusion guarantees
optimal torsion
resistance & rigidity

All major control functions are
always visible. The panel pivots
into the most convenient
position & is accessible from
both sides of the machine.
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Optiedge 6.5P High Speed Auto Edge Bander
“India's most advanced & advantageous
Edge Bander”

Operating Units:

Most Important Salient Features at a Glance:
 igh performance machine with High feeding speed up to 25 m/min gives more production
H
Internally Teflon coated hot melt glue pot to allow an easy and quick glue replacement
l Motorized up-down movement of pressure beam for easy thickness setting
l Robust feed chain & conveyor system with heavy duty gearbox for effective pressure on panels
l Low maintenance m/c, easy available cost effective spares, best after sales service support.
l
l
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Open View:

optimized machine chassis
guarantee absolute stability
even when running at
maximum speed.
With the “Professional”
and “Performance”
processing packages, the
OptiEdge can be perfectly
configured for company
specific requirements.

P

rocessing edges needs
to be as quick, easy
and efficient as possible. To
achieve this, the OptiEdge
model combines the key
characteristics of speed,
productivity, flexibility and
user comfort in a convincing
complete Package.
The final finishing results

Easy accessible, user friendly
Smart Touch PLC control
panel. The Corner rounding
unit is controlled from the
control panel, with the
option of choosing the
shape of panel.

when processing coiled
material convince with
incredibly high standards
that fulfil the ever increasing

demands of edge banding
complete processing.
Edge processing
aggregates and an

Pre-Milling:

Cleaning Agent:

Auto Lubrication:

An optimal unit for panel edge
pre-milling with two heavy duty
high frequency motors supplied
with set of diamond cutters as
standard supply with machine.

In order to prevent glue
to adhere on panel,
cleaning liquid is sprayed
to lower & upper surface
of the panel.

Automatic Lubrication system
circulates lubrication to the
required parts of the machine,
ensures efficient operation &
increase life of parts.

2 motor Round Cornering:
Compact and powerful high
frequency two motors round
cornering unit guarantees
perfect finish on edge sliding on
two heavy prismatic guide ways
with recirculation ball bearings
. Trimmer 2R cutter for PVC
/ ABS gives perfect round cornering on edges of straight,
chamfered and post formed panels.

All electronic & pneumatic parts are from well-known
international brands for trouble free operation

Air pressure safety tanks are provided to ensure non-dropping
of air during process. Two tanks are provided one for general
air supply and other for specific round cornering unit.

Technical Details:
Specifications

Unit

Parameters
OptiEdge 6.5
(without pre
milling)

Parameters
OptiEdge 6.5P
( with pre-milling)

Work piece
thickness range

mm

10-60

10-60

Minimum work
piece width

mm

60

60

Minimum work
piece length

mm

100

100

Edge banding
thickness for PVC
& ABS in coil form

mm

0.4-3.0

0.4-3.0

Work piece feeding
speed

m/min

15-20-25

15-20-15

Glue pot capacity

kg

2

2

Total power

hp

12.66

18.66
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OptiDrill 2.3 Three Head Boring
“Offering multi-operational boring functions
with flexibility & high productivity”

The Optimus promise of Globally Compatible machine
for high-end professionals:
l

Optimum Precision , performance and operating comfort

l

Un-compromised productivity in continuous operations

l

Sturdy design with premium components

l

Complete engineering precision in manufacturing

l

Low maintenance cost

l

Best after sales service and spares support
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The two vertical heads can slide away from
each other depending on the center distance
required between them. They can also
be rotated by 90° giving more locational
positioning. Auxiliary support frame with fence
gives better solution for long panels.

Length wise movement of heavy duty precision vertical
boring heads on linear heavy rolling guides for a prompt &
easy positioning with digital readout.

Technical Details:
Model

Unit

OptiDrill 2.3

OptiDrill 2.6

Maximum working
thickness

mm

60

60

Maximum size of work
piece

mm

2500 x 640

2500 x 640

Number of spindle head

no.

Three(One
Horizontal &
Two Vertical)

Six (Two
Horizontal &
Four Vertical)

Number of spindle head

no.

21

21

Total spindles

nos. 21*3 = 63

21*6 = 126

Shank diameter of drill

mm

10

10

Spindle rotation speed

rpm

2800

2800

Maximum drilling
diameter

mm

32

32

Drilling depth

mm

0 ~ 50(drill
length 70 mm)

0 ~ 50 (drill
length 70 mm)

Compressed air required

Kg /
cm²

6 to 8

6 to 8

Electric motor - 3 phase

hp

3 no's x 2 hp = 6

6 no's x 2 hp
= 12

Machine dimensions (L
x B x H)

mm

3480 x 3050 x
1560

4400 x 3050 x
1560

The Aluminum fence with support rollers has
four reference stops that slides smoothly for
smooth positioning. This makes it easy to feed long
work-pieces. Second vertical head assembly has
also reference stopper for perfect side position
alignment of longer work piece.

User friendly Smart Touch PLC Control Panel

For machine inquiry, contact:
l OPTIMUS : optimus@JAIindustries.com
l MODULA : modula@JAIindustries.com

For technical guidance & service support contact:
l customercare@JAIindustries.com
l Call: 9376701001
Give your valuable feedback:
feedback@JAIindustries.com
website: www.jaiindustries.com
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J-2400.in ( auto)
Post Forming Machine
“automatic,speedier, easier yet excellent and
error-free laminating of the profiled panels”

Salient features:
 pneumatic cylinders for uniform pressure
8
on work-piece through forming rail for better
bonding of laminate.
l PLC based control panel as standard feature
with capacity of 20 programs
l Ground and hard chrome plated heater bar
for smooth operation and long life.
l Backstops facility provided to support long
and odd shape jobs
l Facilities for dry runs and manual runs
provided for settings and trials.
l Auto post-forming cycle with variable
heating time, stop and go time & holding
time, can be adjusted to profile.
l Drive motor with brakes, to avoid slippage of
rotary motion of the heater frame.
l

Auto Feeder:

J-3400.in Spindle Moulder

(Optional) For auto
feeding of work piece
& can be bought any
time separately

“Shape-up to the trends, mould your vision
and upgrade to high-quality moulder”

Salient Features:
 eavy duty machine suitable for different
H
application like moulding, routing, arch
moulding, rebating, grooving, tenoning
l The hard anodized 1300mm aluminum extrusion
sliding table is precision machined and features
a 360mm wide table.
l Ground and electronically balanced spindle for
vibration free operation.
l Two different spindle speeds for selection
depending on tool diameter and application.
l A heavy duty mitre fence with wood clamping
for tenoning work and an aluminum extruded
adjustable side reference fence.
l
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Echt STA R CK E. Seit 1829.

Katalog 03/2019
Schleifmittel auf Unterlagen

www.s t a rc k e.de
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Genuine STARCKE. Since 1829.

SIMPLY TOP NOTCH:
ABRASIVES MADE IN GERMANY
Expertise in woodworking applications
Applications:

Products:
Sheets / Strips: Sheets and strips with paper

and cloth backing for all hand sanding and
portable machine sanding applications.

Rolls / Workshop Rolls: Rolls and workshop

rolls with paper and cloth backing for hand
sanding.

Discs / Triangles: Sanding discs, Velcro discs
and Velcro triangles with paper and cloth backing
for portable machine sanding applications.
Small Packaging Units: Small packaging units
with paper and cloth backing for hand sanding
and portable machine sanding applications.
Belts: Grinding belts with paper and cloth

STARCKE Abrasives India Pvt. Ltd.
South Block, 513,Sacred World,
Wanowarie, Pune - 411040.
Phone: +91 20 41220134
Email: info@starcke.in

backing for portable sanding and machine
sanding applications.
Automotive: Stamping plant, body work, e-coat,

primer and clear coat applications.

Other: Other abrasives for hand sanding and

portable machine sanding applications.

Automotive
Car paint repair applications
Floor finishing
Wood and paintwork sanding
Abrasives for the paintersâ€™
industry
Metalworking industry
Other applications

Benefits:
T he perfect abrasive tool for every
application
A comprehensive range of products
C
 onsistent product quality - ‘Made
in Germany’
S wift and dependable delivery
C
 ustomised consultative services by
Application Engineer

www.starckeindia.com
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SKILL DEVELOPMENT

Get your employees certified with the
Recognition of Prior Learning Project

PHOTOS: FFSC

An overview of Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) Type – 4 project which was
initiated by Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship (MSDE) to
certify the manpower employed in the industry clusters.

About the Recognition of
Prior Learning (RPL) Project:

The aim of the Recognition
of Prior Learning (RPL) project
is to certify the existing
manpower in each sector as per
the National Skills Qualifications
Framework (NSQF) which will
enable vertical and horizontal
career progression for the
candidates and encourage new
entrants to attain training under
NSQF aligned courses which
are developed by Sector Skill
Councils.
Furniture and Fittings
Skill Council (FFSC) has
initiated the RPL Type – 4
projects by engaging the large
employer like Hettich, HePo,

GreenPly, UrbanClap, Narsi &
Associates etc. to orient and
certify their manpower under
direct employment as well
as those involved in indirect
employment. We would like
to invite more industry players
and clusters to participate in
this project by highlighting the
benefits to the employers and
the workforce.
Concept of Recognition of
Prior Learning (RPL)

There is an urgent need
for skill training across the
country, the absence of
sufficient training avenues
prevents people from acquiring
skill training and certification
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FFSC follows the
standard certification
process to certify the
existing manpower
in each sector as
per the National
Skills Qualifications
Framework (NSQF)
which enables the
vertical and horizontal
career progression
for employees and
encourages new
entrants to attain
training under NSQF
aligned courses which
are developed by
Sector Skill Councils.

through the formal channels.
As a result, most of the skill
acquisition takes place through
informal channels such as family
occupation, on-the-job training
under master craftsman, etc.
These skills go unrecognized as
they are not acquired through
formal means and are never
formally recognized.
This prevents some section
of skilled workforce from
accessing formal employment
opportunities, utilizing their
experience to further taking
up educational course and
benefitting from other career
progression opportunities
available through formal
training system. Recognition

Process Flow of RPL Type - 4:

1

Sensitizaion and
Onboarding of
Eligible Employers

2

Identification of
Employers Assessor
and Employees

3

Project Submission
and Approval

4

Orientation of the
Employer Assessor

5

Assessment

6

Co-branded
Certification

of Prior Learning (RPL) is a
certification framework- which
will assess those who have
acquired skills informally and
then recognize them with
a formal certification. The
certification will not only allow
us to recognize their skills but
also help them access future
opportunities in the formal
ecosystem.

of skill gap) and avoid
duplication of training
programs. Hence saving time
which could be effectively
utilized towards growth and
innovation.
l Provide employee
recognition in terms of NSQF
grading and pay/salary.
l Employer’s logo along with
Government of India and SSC
logo on the certificate.

Benefits of RPL Type – 4:

The aim of the project is to
certify the existing manpower
in each sector as per the
National Skills Qualifications
Framework (NSQF) which will
enable vertical and horizontal
career progression for the
candidates and encourage
new entrants to attain training
under NSQF aligned courses
which are developed by Sector
Skill Councils.
Benefits to the employer/
industry
l Improve employee

motivation and their interest
in workplace activities.
l Facilitate access to jobs
and progression in career
pathways.
l Promote a culture of
continuous learning in the
organization.
l Focused training program
depending on the need of
an employee (identification

Benefits to the employee
l Academic pathways for

continuous learning through
certification process defined
under National Skills
Qualification Framework
(NSQF) (Level 1 to 10).
l Help employee identify his/
her skill gap and provide
opportunity to upgrade his/
her skills for personal and
professional growth in future.
l Employee receives a cobranded certificate from
Government of India,
Sector Skill Council and the
Employer.
l RPL can be used to support
employee growth and
development, especially
those who lack confidence
and /or are reluctant to
engage in formal learning.
Financial Benefits to the
employee:
l Accidental Insurance of up

FFSC has so far
certified more than
4,000 employees
across the country
who are employed
under the top
industry players
like Hettich India,
HePo, GreenPly
Industries, Narsi
Group, AIPL –
ABRO etc.

to Rs. 2 lakhs for all certified
candidates for a period of 3
years as per PMKVY guidelines
l Reward money of INR 500
to the certified candidates
through Direct Benefit
Transfer (DBT)
Process Flow of RPL Type - 4:

FFSC has so far certified
more than 4,000 employees
across the country who are
employed under the top industry
players like Hettich India, HePo,
GreenPly Industries, Narsi Group,
AIPL – ABRO etc. The council is
aiming to scale up the project
by involving Industry clusters,
associations, consortiums etc.
who are willing to partner with
FFSC to initiate the certification
of the candidates.
To participate in the RPL
Projects please reach out to
Mr. Shrikanth Sasi,
Manager - Taskforce, FFSC.
Email: info@ffsc.in
Tel: 0124 - 44513900


Shrikanth Sasi
Manager - Taskforce,
Furniture and Fittings
Skill Council (FFSC)
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The Italian
furniture industry
confirms its
international
leadership, having
its engine
in the North-East
With 18,615 companies, for a total of 1,34,400 workers and almost
Euro 23 billion in turnover in 2018, the Italian furniture industry
continues to be a key strength of Made in Italy, despite the drop in
market share and loss in turnover incurred in recent years. This is
backed by analysis carried out by Intesa Sanpaolo which showed that
the furniture industry recorded the fourth highest trade surplus in Italy
last year with Euro 7.6 billion (8.1% of the total manufacturing sector
which earned Euro 94.1 billion).
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Trunks cut in
a sawmill near
Brunico (BZ)
with a Church on
background, Val
Pusteria, South
Tyrol, Italy
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T

he overall wood and
furniture segment,
which employs
approximately 320 thousand
workers, ended 2018 with
turnover of Euro 42 billion,
generated by 80 thousand
companies. This currently
amounts to 5% of the Italian
GDP.
The global market of
high-range furniture is worth
roughly 50 billion dollars. The
European high-range furniture
system dominates this market
with strong brands that are
known all over the world for
their quality and innovative
design. Italy has the world’s
third highest market share in
this specific segment (10.4%),
just after Germany (13.9%)
and China (10.9%). Intesa
Sanpaolo’s estimates for the
years up to 2022 indicate
that Italian exports of highrange furniture could grow
by 700 million dollars (Euro
624 million) and the most
interesting prospects point to
China, Germany and the Unites
States, which are Italy’s main
competitors.
The industrial districts
continue to play a leading
role in Italy, with six out of ten
workers employed in the areas
where Euro 5.7 billion of the
sector’s sales are made. Some
districts have succeeded more
than others in maintaining
their competitive standing by
making the most of important
strategic assets, such as
broadening and diversifying
their portfolios, including
with specific products for
the contract market, raising
the level of quality, attention
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Veneto has the largest
number of workers with
turnover of Euro 5 billion.

Though a small area,
Friuli is the third region
in terms of turnover
and sales abroad
(+3.6% in 2018)

Lombardy continues to be
Italy’s top region in terms of
number of companies (over
5,200 in 2017) with turnover
of Euro 5.7 billion
The province
of Monza and
Brianza with over
1,500 production
companies
clocked Euro
1.8 billion in
turnover.

These are followed
by Emilia Romagna
(+8.5%) and then,
with numbers on the
decrease, Marche
(-1.3%), Tuscany
(-4.6%), and Puglia
(-4.4%).

to design, devotion to
environmental sustainability
issues, and, above all, the
internationalisation of the
markets.
On this scene, Veneto

and Friuli (the regions around
Pordenone) play a crucial
role. The history of the
furniture and design industry
is deeply rooted in these two
regions. Unlike in Lombardy,

The masters of furniture

With 1,150 companies and
16,300 operators, Treviso is
Italy’s leading province in terms
of turnover in the furniture
industry, with almost Euro 3
billion generated in 2017.

I maestri del mobile

The global market of high-range
furniture is worth roughly 50 billion
dollars. Italy has the world’s third
highest market share in this specific
segment (10.4%), just after Germany
(13.9%) and China (10.9%).

(Source: A report by FederlegnoArredo)

the furniture industry has
remained for many years in
an almost secondary position
here, though with successful
and large enterprises which
often base their business
most of all on the supply of

components or entire pieces
of furniture for mass retailing
or industry brands, especially
abroad to Ikea and the large
German kitchen brands.
According to a recent
FederlegnoArredo report,

The industrial districts
continue to play a
leading role in Italy,
with six out of ten
workers employed
in the areas where
Euro 5.7 billion of the
sector’s sales are made.

GRAPHIC: ADOBE STOCK

Pordenone has generated
production revenues of Euro
1.7 billion through its 400
companies.

Lombardy continues to be
Italy’s top region in terms of
number of companies (over
5,200 in 2017), but Veneto
has the largest number of
workers. They have been
head-to-head for years in
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One of the exhibition components which has always had
the most success at SICAM (held between 15 to 18 October,
2019 in Pordenone, Italy) and attracted the attention of the
visiting professionals and buyers is design, especially the design
presented by the many small Italian enterprises which find an
excellent showcase at Pordenone to present their wares to the
global furniture industry. The fact that Italian style and knowhow are points of reference at a global level, representing
the quality of an industry capable of meeting the challenges
of international markets, is well known by a sector where
creativity and innovation combine excellently with the quality
and attention of high-level artisan production.
Design is a trademark of Made in Italy production and it
contributes to the appeal of Italian products at international
level. However, it is still plagued by the sector’s very high level
of fragmentation. According to a recent survey by Fondazione
Symbola, companies with less than two employees still amount
to 45% of design enterprises in Italy. Basically, creative people
like working on their own. However, there is more vitality
among medium-sized enterprises. Indeed, between 2011 and
2017, companies with at least 50 employees increased their
market share, both in terms of employees (from 6.6% to 8.8%)
and turnover (from 15.1% to 20.7%).
These are companies which have generally succeeded in
growing without abandoning the traditional quality of Italian
artisan production, investing heavily in innovation and ongoing
research into beauty mixed with functionality. Thanks to its
ability to connect the worlds of planning and production, in
this way design also becomes an ever more strategic factor,
essential for developing a new generation of products which,
devoted to beauty and aesthetic pleasure, simultaneously
also meet the creeds of the most advanced circular economy:
efficiency, using less energy in production, using new
sustainable materials, recycling, and reuse.
The presence of components of design finds increasingly
greater application in the high-range bracket of the furniture
industry. The illustrious enterprises of the Italian industrial
districts, which find a highly efficient showcase at SICAM
every year to project themselves towards the most distant
international markets, take advantage of their top productions
to stand out in an increasingly more competitive and
challenging sector, where the artisan know-how (which in Italy
continues to be essential) is the critical factor for competitive
advantage, the factor that can generate prospects for
development and success in the future worldwide panorama.
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SICAM showcases ‘Made in Italy’
designs supporting high-quality
furniture manufacturing

terms of production revenues and exports, with
turnover of over Euro 5 billion for Veneto’s
companies and Euro 5.7 billion for Lombard
entities. Though a small area, Friuli is however
the third region in terms of turnover and
sales abroad (+3.6% in 2018), only topped by
Lombardy (+5.5%) and Veneto (+3%) last year.
These are followed by Emilia Romagna (+8.5%)
and then, with numbers on the decrease,
Marche (-1.3%), Tuscany (-4.6%), and Puglia
(-4.4%). With 1,150 companies and 16,300
operators, Treviso is Italy’s leading province in
terms of turnover in the furniture industry, with
almost Euro 3 billion generated in 2017 against
Euro 1.8 billion in the province of Monza
and Brianza lying in second place with over
1,500 production companies. In third place,
Pordenone generated production revenues of
Euro 1.7 billion through its 400 companies.
The North-East of Italy has recorded a
higher than average number of successes,
which highlights a gradual growth in size
and the wider spread of evolved company
strategies in terms of internationalisation
and innovation. In this manner, the wood and
furniture districts of this area have managed
to grow over the past ten years even in the
geographically furthest markets such as the
US, China, Canada, and Saudi Arabia, where
there are currently further opportunities for
growth that can be also seized through the
development of e-commerce.
(Based on SICAM 2019 report)
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DELIVERING CAPABILITIES

Robotic Process Automation
(RPA): Fit for purpose

Why automation?
Though the world is fast
moving towards the fourth
(and probably the fifth one),
wood product sector is
one of the least automated
industrial sectors. According
to International Federation of
Robotics (IFR), only 0.2% of all
industrial robots in operation
worldwide are installed in
the woodworking processes.
A research paper, titled
‘Opportunities for robotic
automation in wood product
industries: The supplier
and system integrators’
perspective’ presented
during the 27th International
Conference on Flexible
Automation and Intelligent
Manufacturing, FAIM2017, in
Modena, Italy, highlighted this
fact with statistics.
The report elaborates
further that the wood
product sectors consist of the
furniture industry, industrial
timber house building,
carpentry as well as joinery
industry. Here, manufacturing
processes are mainly
manual and characterized

PHOTO: ADOBE STOCK

In the era of Industry 4.0, it is very critical to choose the right automation
solution to align with your enterprise strategy. OMFYS, a leading digital
transformation company, understands importance of ‘fit for purpose’ strategy
while implementing the automation solutions. Presenting a success story of
OMFYS’ recent Digital Workforce Transformation project using Robotic Process
Automation (RPA) and its importance in the woodworking sector.

Several manhours
are saved by virtue
of Robotic Process
Automation (RPA)
and employees are
able to concentrate
more on adding
value to the
company.
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by a low understanding
of possibilities for further
development of production
processes and systems. In
regards to automation of
manufacturing processes,
the wood product industry is
lagging behind by about 20
to 30 years in comparison
to the automotive industry,
which can be understood as
the manufacturing sector

with the highest degree of
automation.
However, though poorly
automated, there are ample
of automation opportunities
in the wood product
industry specifically aimed at
increasing competitiveness,
productivity and quality as
well as improving ergonomics
and working environment.

Business Processes in which RPA can be used

Key benefits of
RPA Implementation
l Achieved end-to-end digitalized and

error-free P2P process with extended
validations
l Bots prepare all the key reports
reducing the audit time and
accounting period closing
l Cost savings by way of reduction in
manual tasks
l Readiness for business scalability
without additional manpower
l Achieved process agility by fine tuning
the basic processes
l Increase in employee satisfaction as
they have been relieved from mundane
tasks and motivated for value addition.
l Most importantly RPA is becoming an
important factor in the enterprise level
digital transformation journey.

How to begin?
We are living in the era of
Intelligent Automation (IA) and
Artificial Intelligence (AI). Digital
transformation is a journey; an
ongoing process of changing the way
you do business. This transformative
journey begins with the assumption
that all the functional processes and
operational process system have
been automated and the enterprise
applications are capable to provide
real-time data. Digital transformation
is basically automation leveraging an
existing automation.
The ultimate objective of the
digital transformation platform
should be enabling technology to
take day to day business functional
process decisions without any
human intervention – with the use of
Artificial Intelligence.
The objectives that the wood
industry want to achieve may not be
different from the other industries.
But one may get puzzled to figure out
how to begin the automation journey.
What processes should I start with
first? What automation strategy
works best for my shared services

organization? When should I begin?
Who should be involved? Why should
I consider Intelligent Automation?
The questions are many, the answer
is one. Get the help of a proven
automation implementor having a
host of success stories.
Why OMFYS?
Every organization is distinctive,
be strategic, tactical or practical. One
should consider the process flow and
data-readiness to support automation.
Start with small processes that can
bring about obvious gains before
scaling it up.
OMFYS is a global IT company
headquartered in Croydon, UK,
providing digital transformation
solutions and services to enterprises
across the globe. The offerings
mainly include, Business Rule Engine
automation, Business Process
Management workflow automation,
AI Analytic platform, Visualization
solutions, Oracle AI ChatBot solutions,
RPA and Cognitive solutions, and other
cutting-edge technology integration
Solutions on Cloud.
OMFYS is World Wide Gold

Partner for Oracle Business
Applications Implementation and
Support services, and preferred
partner for Oracle Cloud Solutions
and Services. OMFYS is strategic
partner with Automation Anywhere,
the world leading OEM for Digital
Workforce platforms viz. Robotic
Process Automation (RPA), Cognitive
BOTs (IQ BOT) and Analytics.
OMFYS has many recorded
success stories such as reducing
cost and errors, repurposing tedious
transactional work etc. using RPA.
Success story
In the modern enterprise
processes, Robotic Process
Automation (RPA) plays a great role
to create a digital transformation
platform. RPA is Software robots
(Bots) that mimic the work of humans
across applications non-invasively.
OMFYS implemented RPA Bots
including cognitive bots for a leading
consumer product manufacturer
in India. The customer has two
manufacturing units and around 19
branches across India. Purchases and
Goods Receipt Notes (GRN) are done
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A list of processes automated/
being automated by OMFYS for a leading
consumer product manufacturer in India
`

Finance and Accounting
Functional Processes

1 	 Invoice Indexing
2 Invoice Validation
3 	Currency Converter/
Daily Currency Update
4 GL Scrutiny
5 All Inventory Aging Report - Good
6 	All Inventory Aging Report Make to Order
7 	All Inventory Aging Report with
Project Code
8 All Inventory Value Report
9 Trial Balance Report - Inventory
10 	Payment Aging Report GST Reversal
11 MSME (Micro small medium 		
Enterprises) payment aging analysis
12 Channel Finance Analysis and 		
Processing
13 Suspected Duplicate Invoice
14 Vendor Reconciliation
15 GST Reconciliation - 2A Downloading

16 GST Reconciliation Discrepancy Scrutiny
17 	Validate numbers in GST with
26AS (TDS deduction)
18 	Draft report for GSTR-3B filing based
on Invoices and bank statement.
19 Monthly Close Process (Audit BOT)
20 	Bank Statement Download from
Bank Portal
21 Bank Book Download from ERP
22 Bank Balances Summary from
Bank Statement
23 Interest Calculation from
Bank Statement
24 Bank Reconciliation
25 	Vendor Master Data Verification/		
Updating (Including RTGS Updating)
26 Bank Interest Calculation
27 Payment Process
28 Fund Transfer

Supply Chain Management (SCM) and
Manufacturing Functional Processes
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Sales Order Creation
Item Master Data Management
Invoice Verification
Receipt Confirmation
Scheduling Processes
Reporting
Production Information Capture
Inbound Processing
Inventory Management Processes
Pricing Management
Customer Data Management

12 Billing
13 Freight Costing
14	Automation of E-way Bill Generation
while Sales Order Invoice Printing
15 EDI Automation
16 Purchase Order Creation
17 Batch Completion Sheet Report
18 Weighted Average Rate Report
19 Inventory Reconciliation
20 Cash Voucher

independently at locations.
The customer follows
centralized payment process
and its governance at the
headquarter level. However,
the management wanted
to automate all those
processes which are manual
and repetitive. The broader
objective was to make the
business processes more
agile, cost effective and error
free and help the finance
team concentrate on highvalue processes and fiscal
enhancements.
With this mandate,
OMFYS was roped in to
implement RPA Bots to
automate the processes.
OMFYS automated
P2P process, financial and
accounting, tax payment
reconciliations, and data
orchestration for audit and
MIS requirement. OMFYS
faced several challenges viz.
human dependency, delay,
error, compliance, additional
costs etc. Progressively,
a couple of key processes
related to manufacturing and
supply chain management
(SCM) were successfully
automated. Over a span of
18 months, more than 25
processes were automated
through RPA Bots (see
graphic), including Cognitive
Bot and around 20 additional
processes are in the pipeline.

OMFYS Technologies India Pvt. Ltd.
UK Office:
292 London Road, Croydon, CR0 2TQ, United Kingdom
Email: bd.team@omfysgroup.com
Web: www.omfysgroup.com
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India Office: Unit No.24, Electronic Sadan - 1,
MIDC Bhosari, Pune- 411 026.
Tel: 020-4860 1860 | Mob: 85309 02288
Email: bd.team@omfysgroup.com | Web:
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PRODUCTS

Sauerland introduces eco-friendly
fire containment doors for
Indian market
PHOTOS: SAUERLAND

S

auerland has been
active in the Indian door
industry since 2008 and
has introduced the tubular
door concept enriched with
their vast experience for 63
years and spanning export to
65 countries.
This year Sauerland have
upscaled the technology for
the Indian door industry to
introduce fire containment
cores through their channel
partners in India for door set
passing the 1 Hour rating
using the Sauerland Cores as
per BS 476: Part 22: 1987 or
as per IS 3614 Part 2 (1992).
The specialty of fabricating
fire containment door with
Sauerland core is that it
eliminates use of any inorganic
material in the construction
like Gypsum board, Cement
board or Calcium Silicate or
Fiberglass etc. making the
door light weight and 100%
recyclable. With additions of
certain accessories, one can
make the door fire safe; smoke
arrestor as well as sound
reducing upto 38 dB.
Now, for the first time in
India builders and architects
can avail a triple acting door set
which provides for the much
necessary fire protection of 60
minutes clubbed with sound
reduction of 34 dB and clubbed
with smoke containment
technology.


Sauerland's ecofriendly firecontainment doors
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For the first time in India builders and architects can
avail a triple acting door set, which provides for the much
necessary fire protection of 60 minutes clubbed with sound
reduction of 34 dB and clubbed with smoke containment
technology.

Sauerland Cores are having
very low formaldehyde level
of E1 which mean that they
are safe for internal use in
residential buildings. These are
the most lightweight fire doors,
highly performance oriented
for the 30 and 60 minutes
fire rated door category now
available in India.
Illustrative construction
details which are parts of the
assessment reports for below
mentioned products can be
made available for review.
1. 45 mm Fire-rated Flush
Door with tubular Core for
30 minutes.
2. 45 mm Fire-rated Flush
Door with solid Core for
30-45 minutes.
3. 45 mm Fire-rated HDF Skin
Door with tubular Core for
30 minutes.
4. 54 mm Fire-rated Flush
Door with solid Core for
60 minutes.
With our intumescent
sheets, strips and fire-rated
hardware at the hands, all you
need is to arrange the Red/
White Meranti timber with

minimum of 650 kg/m3 density
having moisture content below
10% for door frame and door
leaf. We suggest the BR201G
MUF powder glue. 6 mm HDF
(Density 850 kg/m3) Skin or
very high interleave bonded
plywood as skin will suit the
application.
With this package, making
a GREEN Fire-rated door
can make you to leap to fire
containment business which is
increasing by the day due to the
increased construction of high
rise buildings.
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PREVIEW / DOMOTEX asia / CHINAFLOOR

DOMOTEX asia/CHINAFLOOR
launches the first Southeast
Asian Business Hub

C

hina has long been the
country that comes to
mind when importers hear
the term ‘manufacturing hub’. And
China does still hold some major
competitive advantages over its
smaller manufacturing counterparts.
However, with the last few years
U.S. tariffs against China there has
been a slowdown in the commercial
relations between the two countries.
Several Chinese producers have
found a solution in moving part of
their production lines to Southeast
Asian countries. This move not only
helps them control quality and keep
prices as low as before but it also
enables business dealings with their
U.S. counterparts. The most common
countries chosen in the region are
Malaysia, Thailand, Cambodia,
Indonesia and Vietnam.
Keeping up with the trend, the
22nd edition of DOMOTEX asia/
CHINAFLOOR launches the first
Southeast Asian Business Hub - an
exclusive area showcasing resilient
and wood flooring exhibitors with
production facilities in the Southeast
Asian region. The Hub is located in N2
Hall of the Shanghai New International

Expo Center and is ideally situated in
the center of the Hall, thus becoming a
gateway for the first Southeast Asian
representation. With more than 800
sqm booth space and a distinguished
area, the Hub will undoubtedly attract
attention of the industry professionals.
Royal Crystal – one of the leading
Vietnamese flooring brands booked
the space a few days after the
announcement of the new area. The
domestic companies are also lining
up for a booth in the Southeast Asian
Business Hub. One of the first comers
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is Tianzhen Flooring. Established in
2003 in Anji city, the company has
a long history of export to the USA,
Europe, Canada, Korea, Japan and
Australia. Last year they decided to
move a part of their production lines
to Vietnam and since last month the
factory is operational and producing
LVT, WPC and SPC flooring.
“Tariffs have resulted in
manufacturing being developed in
countries in Southeast Asia, mostly
though Asian manufactures expanding
into different countries” – says
Thomas Baert, president of Firmfit
and CFL Flooring – “uncertainty will
not disappear anytime soon, even if
certain 301 tariffs have recently been
rescinded. Our target is to be able to
continue to provide flexible solutions
that are above geopolitical risks”.
Earlier this year CFL also moved some
of the production lines to Vietnam.
For more information
about the show visit
www.domotexasiachinafloor.com



DOMOTEX
asia/CHINAFLOOR
Asia's Hub for Flooring

24-26 March, 2020
Shanghai . China

domotexasiachinafloor.com
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INTERVIEW

‘Asian flooring industry will grow
at a higher rate as compared to
the global growth rate’
On the backdrop of current economic situation and the trade challenges around the world,
Bruce Zwicker - former CEO of one of the leading floor distributing companies in the
USA with over 20 years of executive experience in manufacturing, distribution and retail
– answers questions about the future of the industry in general and the US-China trade
relations in particular.
What are you expecting for
the global economy in regards to
the flooring industry for the next
5 years?

Mr. Bruce Zwicker:
Due to the current
environment of many difficult
geopolitical forces and trade
negotiations underway, it
is difficult to predict what
will happen in just the next
six months. However,
economic trends underway
are predictable. In the next
two years, globally, we will
experience a slowing of growth
followed by renewed growth
with a muted recovery, again.
Through the five years, the
average CAGR for flooring
demand might be 3-4% but
we will experience negative
growth for a period of time.
Europe and China have already
slowed. The U.S. has slowed
since late 2018. It appears
that the negative growth will
not be a fall from a cliff with
deep decreases but instead an
erosion-like decline of midsingle to high single digits.
This is much different than the
2008-2009 recessions which

caused a 40% cliff fall in the
U.S., triggered by the global
financial crisis and starting the
U.S. “Great Recession”. There
is risk of a similar drop this
time but not a high probability.
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Bruce Zwicker,
Former CEO,
JJ Haines and Company,
LLC and International
Flooring Consultant

Do you see the Asian
market growing in relation
to that?
A. The Asian flooring
industry will grow at a higher
than average growth rate
compared to the global growth
rate. Asia’s above average
growth will be the result of
strong local Asian demand,
driven by increasing standards
of living, but even more the
result of increasing exports
to the U.S. and Europe from
new investments in flooring
production capacity ex-China.
Fundamentally the forces
of lower labor cost, faster
innovation, and more nimble
investment will continue to
make Asian produced flooring
highly competitive for export.
In the past decade China’s
growth rate was the highest
due to these flooring export
advantages. Due to the shift
in US trade policies, China’s
advantages have either
been stopped altogether or
been reduced. Therefore, it
is Southeast Asia which will
get the benefit of the next
recovery much the same China
did during the recovery over

Bruce Zwicker was CEO of J. J. Haines, the largest U.S.
flooring industry distributor for fourteen years. He is now
an International Flooring Consultant with clients in North
America, China, and Europe. Bruce advises CEO’s, MD’s, Owners,
and Boards in growth strategy, acquisitions, exit strategy,
succession planning, executive teams, and CEO coaching.
Bruce is currently a Director of Virginia Tile Company, one of
the largest companies in its field. He has held director positions
on the Boards of the National Association of Wholesalers, the
American Paint & Coatings Board, the Floor Covering Industry
Foundation Board, and J. J. Haines. He attends most major
global flooring events and often presents at conferences such
as the World Flooring Forum.

the previous decade. However,
while Southeast Asia’s benefit
will be strong versus the U.S.
and Europe, they will not be a
pronounced as China’s in terms
of low cost and higher cost of
investment. Meanwhile, China
will find ways to continue to be
a strong exporter despite the
trade barriers, being a worthy
competitor to Southeast Asia.
So, both will grow faster in
relation to the U.S. and Europe.

Where do you see
U.S. flooring companies focusing
their efforts in 2020 and
beyond?
U.S. flooring
companies will invest more
in their U.S. production, but
they will have doubts which
will somewhat mute and
delay those investments. The
doubts stem from the volatility
of the current U.S. political
environment and the lack
of clear long-term policy in
trade matters. Although most
experts predict any future U.S.
political power will not revert
to “open trade” with China, U.S.
businesses are still dealing with
many unknowns. But the major
issue causing investment doubt
is LVT. LVT is the only flooring
product growing in the U.S. All
other product categories in the
U.S. are either stagnant or in
decline. In Europe, LVT has also
been a major force. The rise
of LVT in Europe has not been
as fast but its impact is similar.
This impact will probably
accelerate in Europe. Europe,
like the U.S., will be careful
about making investments,
especially in a near term future
environment which will be
recession at worse and very
slow growth at best. Also, for
both the U.S. and Europe, the
flooring industry has learned

it can out-source products and
avoid investments while also
benefitting from innovation
and the flexibility of quickly
sourcing whatever product is
“hot” in the market. So, why
not avoid investment risk and
utilize the abundance of China
and Southeast Asia export
capabilities?

DOMOTEX
asia/
CHINAFLOOR
is a wellorganized
and efficient
way to stay in
touch and on
top
Bruce Zwicker

Former CEO,
JJ Haines and
Company, LLC and
International Flooring
Consultant

How do you see the
future of hard flooring and what
products are becoming more
popular lately?
Hard surface in the
U.S. will continue to grow
faster than soft surface. I
believe this trend is consistent
around the world. Within
the hard surface product
arena, tile is the most widely
used flooring product. Wood
flooring product demand, like
carpet, tends to be a bigger
part of demand in some world
areas bit not across the world.
LVT tends to be a consistently
faster than average growing
product type within hard
surface. Laminate is as well
but LVT has taken share from
laminate. Traditional vinyl
flooring products have also
lost share to LVT. However,
LVT is a complicated product
category as evidenced by the

fact experts cannot agree on
terminology and definitions
under the broad heading
of LVT. There is the original
flexible type and sub-types
of what is called multi-layer
flooring (MLF) types of LVT,
commonly referred to as WPC
and SPC.
Which flooring
innovations of the recent years
do you find the most important?
There are ten
trends in flooring in U.S. the
past decade, as shown below,
but LVT has been the single
most impactful. LVT is a
revolutionary event, not just a
trend.
1. Tiles versus rolls
2. Hard Surface growth
3. C
 ertifications and regulatory
environment tougher
4. Style proliferation
5. I nstallation choices and ease
6. I ndustry more global, more
trade and cross continent
investment
7. C
 hina exports and
innovation increase
8. D
 emand shift towards
“value”, lower ASP
9. I mproved visual technology Product categories blur
10. LVT disruption
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How did the US
flooring industry change in the
last few years?
As I stated above,
it is the LVT disruption, the
optimized visual technologies,
the China exports increase
over the past few years
(although showing a slow down
lately) and the fact that there is
more trade and cross continent
investment. I would sum up
the biggest changes as LVT,
product categories blurring,
and increased globalization.
How has the tariff
situation impacted the flooring
business? How and when do you
think it will be resolved?
The trade
barrier issue in flooring is
concentrated in U.S. and
China trade specifically, China
export to the U.S. The tariff
on all flooring increased to
25%, the anti-dumping duties
on engineered wood flooring
increased, and new duties are
being placed in tile. The tariff
did not decrease trade but did
start a shift to U.S. importers
looking to ex-China sourcing
from Southeast Asia. Most
experts believe the tariff may
be reduced but not go away.
Let’s face it, the U.S. treasury
benefits from the increased
revenue and the political
environment would not react
well to removal of tariffs,
unless there was a huge proU.S. deal with China. And, that
will not happen. The duties will
not go away for at least five
years. Unlike tariffs, duties are
semi-permanent. Tariffs can
be removed in an instant with
a Tweet.
Are there any other
countries or areas in the Asian
region that are becoming

attractive for North American
distributors/wholesalers?
Yes, there are
several Asian region countries
which the U.S., is interested
in a know very little about.
These countries include
Thailand, Cambodia, Malaysia,
Singapore, and Vietnam
in particular but there are
others as well. Many Chinese
flooring companies are
making investments and
forming partnerships in these
countries.
What are the top
things an American buyer looks
at when signing business deals?
U.S. buyers are
looking first for a product
which will sell a look and
functional performance
features which stand out to
end users. Second, the price
and quality must be acceptable
compared to alternatives
available to the buyer. Third,
the buyer wants to be able
to trust the supplier in terms
of relationship but most
importantly delivery reliability.
Lastly, the buyer wants to do
business with someone who
knows how to do business
the U.S.-way and therefore is
easy to work with and grow
together.
What were your
impressions of your visit of
DOMOTEX Asia/CHINAFLOOR
2019? What do you think is
the strength of the show and
why would you recommend
somebody to visit it?
The Domotex
show in Shanghai is another
Domotex global flooring
industry show which features
China and increasingly Asia.
The participants are global
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About DOMOTEX
Worldwide:
l DOMOTEX HANNOVER (January 10-13, 2020)

is the world’s leading floor covering trade show.
Deutsche Messe AG Hannover organizes the show.
l DOMOTEX USA (February 5-7, 2020 in Atlanta)

the only North American trade fair and conference
event to focus exclusively on carpets and floor
coverings. Hannover Messe USA, a subsidiary of
Deutsche Messe, organizes the show.
l DOMOTEX asia/CHINAFLOOR (March 24-26, 2020

in Shanghai) is the largest international flooring
show in the Asia-Pacific region. VNU Exhibitions
Asia, Build Your Dream and Hannover Milano Fairs
Shanghai, a subsidiary of Deutsche Messe, jointly
organize the show.
l DOMOTEX Turkey (July 13-16, 2020 in Gaziantep)

serves the Turkish and Middle Eastern markets.
Hannover Messe International Istanbul, a
subsidiary of Deutsche Messe, organizes the show.

in nature and number. The
industry is global and this is
reflected in the Shanghai show.
So, this is the place to go to see
what the world has to offer,
what the trends are, hear from
many countries about what’s
happening in their part of the
world, meet new people key
to the industry and greet old
friends. There is no place like
it. It is a well-organized and
efficient way to stay in touch
and on top.
(Brought to you in association with
DOMOTEX asia/CHINAFLOOR)
For more information
about the show visit
www.domotexasiachinafloor.com

APPOINTMENT

Continuity and extensive industry
experience – Eumabois Board re-elected
T

he Eumabois General
Assembly, hosted on the
1st of November in Brno by
the Czech Association SVDSZ,
elected the Board as follows:
l Mr. Jürgen Köppel -

President (VDMA)
l Mr. Luigi De Vito -

Vice President (ACIMALL)
l Mr. Samuel Hänni -

Member (Swiss Association, HBT)
l Mr. Wolfgang Rohner -

Member
(Austrian Association, FMMI)
l Mr. Mustafa Sabri Erol Member
(Turkish Association, AIMSAD)
l Mr. Erich Zeller Auditor (Swiss Association, HBT)

The President and CEO of Leitz
GmbH & Co. KG, Mr. Jürgen Köppel, will
continue to contribute his longstanding
experience in the woodworking industry
to the development and work of Eumabois.
Mr. Luigi De Vito, Director SCM Wood
Division, will support the board with
his international experience as Vice
President. President and Vice President
will proceed with the development of
Eumabois in order to create a positive

business environment for the European
woodworking machinery industry.
The three re-elected Board members,
Mr. Mustafa Sabri Erol (from Törk Makine
A.S.), Mr. Samuel Hänni (Lamello AG) and
Mr. Wolfgang Rohner (Ima - Schelling
Anlagenbau GmbH) complete the team
with their industry background and the
strong support from their associations. Mr.
Erich Zeller, been re-elected as Auditor,
is looking back to a long career in Lamello
and in Eumabois, contributing his financial
expertise and Swiss precision to the team.
The board has been confirmed in its
entirety and is starting its second term
for the next three years. The Assembly
unanimously accepted the request to
confirm the current team because of the
important results obtained during the past
three years. 
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RESEARCH ARTICLE

Development of
bamboo scrimber

Yuxiang Huang1
Wenji Yu1
chinayuwj@126.com

Yaohui Ji2

1
Key Laboratory of Wood Science
and Technology of State Forestry
Administration, Research Institute of
Wood Industry, Chinese Academy of
Forestry, Xiangshan Road, Haidian
District, Beijing 100091, China.
2
College of Materials Science
and Technology, Beijing Forestry
University, Tsinghua East Road 35,
Haidian District, Beijing 100083,
China.

Abstract
Bamboo fiber-based composite
made from crushed bamboo
fiber, termed bamboo scrimber,
has gained particular interest of
researchers and manufacturers
on account of its excellent
mechanical characteristics and
design. This paper reviewed
the available literature on the
state of the art of bamboo
scrimber
including
the
developing history and current
production technology of highperformance bamboo scrimber.
The results of analytical and
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Bamboo is being grown
as a plantation besides
natural occurrence in
many countries such as
China and India, which
benefits local farmers
to improve their lives
by processing it into
various products.

experimental
investigations
illustrate the effects of bamboo
species, defibering times, heat
treatment, adhesives, densities,
etc. on the performance of
bamboo scrimber.
Introduction
Recently,
with
increasing
resource demands in today’s
modern industrialized world,
the demand for structural timber
products for building materials
has increased [1]. However, as
the quantity and quality of wood
resources from the forest have

Huang et al. J Wood Sci

(2019) 65:25
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Fig. 2 Process flow diagram of bamboo scrimber

Fig. 2 Process flow diagram of bamboo scrimber
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the separate process for removing the bamboo outer skin

boo when preparing the bamboo scrimber. Wang et al.
[24] put forward a treatment method of bamboo bundle. After removing the outer skin and splitting, bamboo was rolled into unbroken and loosely interlaced

bamboo scrimber is used for outdoor purpose where
high waterproof performance is required, the impregnation could be higher (> 20%).

also two problems. On the one hand, the slab needs artificial paving, leading to large diffidence in the density of
boards. The maximum density deviation could exceed

bamboo outer skin and inner
skin have great influence on
the mechanical properties and
dimensional stability of bamboo
scrimber
[23].
Therefore,
removing the bamboo outer
skin and inner skin is a necessary
process to manufacture bamboo
scrimber. However, it adds the
manufacturing procedure and
increases the production cost.
In the latest production process
developed by Chinese Academy
Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of the novel fluffer machine developed by Chinese Academy of Forestry
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Academy of Forestry
enterprises, the Wood Industry pressure), the soaking time and
also a preparation of bamboo
Institute of China, Chinese the MC of bamboo units. In actual
bundle unit, which is the key link
Academy of Forestry jointly production, the impregnation
in the production of bamboo
with the related enterprises is designed according to the
scrimber and the main difference
developed a novel fluffer machine requirements
of
bamboo
between bamboo scrimber and
(Fig. 3) [25]. The rollers of the scrimber’s performance and
other bamboo-based panels.
novel machine were composed use. For example, if the bamboo
The early way of defibering was
of several specialshaped gears scrimber is used for outdoor
mainly handmade, which was
with intervals between the purpose where high waterproof
of low efficiency and required
teeth to make linear-shaped performance is required, the
high labor intensity [17]. Thus,
cracks and the driving rollers impregnation could be higher (>
this way was quickly eliminated.
arrange uniform convex pocks 20%).
Hereafter, manual hammering
to generate dotted cracks on
and roll-in were adopted to
the bamboo [26]. During this Cold‑pressing and hot‑curing
prepare bamboo bundles. The
mechanical treatment, most of
former would cause mechanical
After drying the resinthe outer skin and the inner skin impregnated bamboo bundles
damage to bamboo, while the
were removed.
processing conditions could
to 12–15% MC, they are directly
be controlled for the latter. In
order to obtain ideal bamboo
bundles, it is more difficult to
directly use the roll-in method.
It is usually necessary to soften
the bamboo before rolling. With
the continuous technology
improvement in equipment, it is
no longer necessary to soften
the bamboo when preparing
the bamboo scrimber. Wang et
al. [24] put forward a treatment
method of bamboo bundle. After
removing the outer skin and
splitting, bamboo was rolled
into unbroken and loosely

Drying
The moisture content (MC)
of bamboo after defibering is
above the fiber saturation point.
The MC of bamboo bundles
needs to be dried below 10% so
that there is room for the resins
to get in.
Dipping
Dipping is also the key
process for manufacturing
bamboo
scrimber,
which
determines
its
bonding
performance. The resin currently

molded and shaped at high
pressure of 70–80 MPa. Then,
the mold is locked and sent to the
curing channel for resin curing.
Cold-pressing process is mainly
used for manufacturing the
squareedged bamboo scrimber
with thickness of 15–18 cm. The
commonly used size (length ×
width × thickness) for the square
stock is 193 × 10.5 × 15.0 cm or
200 × 14.5 × 15.0 cm [27].
Hot‑pressing
As for hot-pressing, the
traditional
heat
transfer
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In addition to high mechanical performance, bamboo
scrimber also has excellent dimensional stability. The

4 Theofsurface
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(a wood
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c mountainshaped;
shaped; d
d pattern
Fig. 4 
TheFig.
surface
bamboo
scrimber
with different
textures
(a wood
grain;
b strip
shaped;
c mountain
patternofofvortexes)
vortexes)

technology by contacting is used exceed 20%. On the other hand, “cold-in also be adopted.
In addition to high mechanical
to fabricate the slab at a certain and cold-out” process is needed for the
Table 1temperature.
Comparison
of density and mechanical performance of bamboo scrimber and other bamboo-/wood-based
The unit pressure is 4–6 hot-pressing technology, which requires performance, bamboo scrimber also
composites
MPa, far below that used for cold- large consumption of water and energy, has excellent dimensional stability.
3
b
c
and athe
hotpressingMOE
efficiency
thickness swelling
rate after 24
used
Materialpressing. The commonly
Density (g/cm
) size MOR
(MPa)
(GPa) is low. SSThe
(MPa)
TSd (MPa)
CSe (MPa)
(length × width × thickness) for the Otherwise, it is easy to cause defects h of water absorption is as low as
Bamboobamboo
scrimberscrimber 0.72–1.3
13.5–32.3
18.9–26.2
70.5–199.3
such as bubbling.
0.4%, far lower227.6–364.8
than the European
board is 244 × 122 × 178.5–398.0
Wood scrimber
1.01
142.4
19.3
14.4
97.3
–
standard EN13329 (20%) [28]. The
1.5–4.0 cm. Each of the two technologies
Performance
characteristics
LBL
11–13
16free formaldehyde
90emission of bamboo
77
has advantages 0.69
and disadvantages. 77–83
of bamboo scrimber 14.3
scrimber is below
Cold-pressing and
LVL
0.51heat curing have 85.4
6.8
– 0.4 mg/L, reaching
–
Bamboo scrimber has the natural the requirement of ASTM E1333
relatively high production efficiency and
a
Modulus of rupture
low energy consumption. However, due ligneous feeling of wood with xylem [29]. It is an essential characteristic
b
Modulus of elasticity
to the need for high pressure, bamboo vessel-shaped fine grooves on the that the physical and mechanical
c
Short-beam strength
bundles are easily crushed by machinery, surface (Fig. 4a). Some of the surface properties of bamboo scrimber can be
d
Tensile strength
resulting in lower mechanical properties. textures are straight strip shaped (Fig. designed via adjusting its structure and
e
Compressive strength
In addition, the density of bamboo 4b), some are mountain shaped (Fig. manufacturing technology. The densities
scrimber using cold-pressing technology 4c), and some have a small pattern of and mechanical properties of different
could reach 1.2 g/cm3. At such high vortexes (Fig. 4d), natural and fluent, rich wood-/bamboo- based composites such
density, there is a possibility that the resin in change. This scrimber material feels as bamboo scrimber [2, 7, 21, 30], poplarbased scrimber [31], laminated bamboo
does not remain on the surface of the similar to wood, warm and smooth.
Bamboo scrimber also has the lumber (LBL) [2] and laminated veneer
bamboo bundles, which leads to starved
joints and further reduces the bonding advantage of processing convenience. lumber (LVL) [32] are summarized in
strength. Although the hot-pressing The manufacturer can utilize the wood Table 1. As shown in Table 1 the density
method has made up the shortage of processing equipment and technology of bamboo scrimber varies from 0.72
the cold-pressing to some extent, there to process the bamboo scrimber. The to 1.30 g/cm3. Correspondingly, the
are also two problems. On the one hand, structure of furniture made from bamboo modulus of rupture (MOR) of bamboo
the slab needs artificial paving, leading to scrimber could combine with each other scrimber increased from 178.5 to 398.0
large diffidence in the density of boards. by the traditional furniture tenon, and MPa, which has more than doubled. The
The maximum density deviation could the modern connection structure could modulus of elasticity (MOE), short-beam

Table 1 Comparison of density and mechanical performance of bamboo scrimber and other bamboo-/wood-based composites

a

Material

Density (g/cm3)

MORa (MPa)

MOEb (GPa)

SSc (MPa)

TSd (MPa)

CSe (MPa)

Bamboo scrimber
Wood scrimber
LBL
LVL

0.72–1.3
1.01
0.69
0.51

178.5–398.0
142.4
77–83
85.4

13.5–32.3
19.3
11–13
14.3

18.9–26.2
14.4
16
6.8

227.6–364.8
97.3
90
–

70.5–199.3
–
77
–

Modulus of rupture, b Modulus of elasticity, c Short-beam strength, d Tensile strength, e Compressive strength
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strength (SS), tensile strength (TS) and
compressive strength (CS) of bamboo
scrimber also show overwhelmingly
higher than those of other bamboobased composites.
Factors affecting the performance of
bamboo scrimber Bamboo species
There are 75 genera with 1250
bamboo species worldwide, and
bamboo properties including anatomical
structure and physical–mechanical
properties are significantly different with
species [33]. The differences in bamboo
properties also significantly affect its
mechanical or chemical processing
procedures and the performance of end
products [34]. Xie et al. [35] fabricated
bamboo scrimber from five bamboo
species
(Neosinocalamus
affinis,
Dendrocalamus farinosus, Phyllostachys
heterocycla, Dendrocalamus latiflorus
and Bambusa pervariabilis McClure
Dendrocalamopsis daii). The smaller
fiber lumen diameter of bamboo
contributed to lower water absorption
of bamboo scrimber, and thicker fiber
wall contributed to lower MOR.
Bamboo internode
According to Qi et al. [30], bamboo
scrimber manufactured from bamboo
fiber mats without nodes had greater
tensile strength, compressive strength,
MOE and MOR, while that from bamboo
fiber mats with nodes had greater
horizontal shear strength.
Defibering times
The defibering process can remove
the waxy and siliceous layers on the
surface of bamboo which are difficult
to glue. Meanwhile, the bamboo could
be separated into some basic tissues
including the vascular bundles, ducts and
fibers. With increasing the defibering
times, more dotted and/or linear-shaped
cracks are formed in the culm wall and the
diameters of bamboo bundles decrease.
This increases the specific surface area
of bamboo bundles, which makes it more
efficient for adhesives to penetrate
and improve the bonding strength of
the products. The bamboo scrimber

prepared from the bamboo bundles
defibered for 7 times (type 1) showed
better compression strength, Young’s
modulus and dimensional stability,
compared with that from the bamboo
bundles defibered for 5 times (type 2)
[19]. However, type 1 displays lower
tensile strength because the increase in
defibering process leads to the further
broking of bamboo fibers. The study by
Nugroho and Ando [1] used different
numbers of bamboo clumps passed
through the rollers to obtain different
sizes of bamboo zephyr strands. The
results showed that bamboo scrimber
had higher mechanical properties in
the case of smaller strands. This was
because the smaller strands had more
bundle sheaths per area than the bigger
ones. Test results provided by Deng et
al. [36] indicated that the color variation
of bamboo could characterize the
defibering extent. It was found a rising
trend for the lightness as well as red hue
and yellow hue with increasing extent of
removing the outer skin of bamboo.
Moisture
As mentioned above, a drying
process is required to control the MC
of bamboo fiber mats after defibering.
The results provided by Jeang-Kwan and
Jong-Bum showed that the mechanical
properties decreased with increasing
the MC of bamboo fiber mats [37]. Once
the MC was above 12%, MOR, MOE
and internal bond strength diminished
significantly.
Heat treatment
Heat treatment on bamboo bundles
can improve the dimensional stability
and biological durability of bamboo
scrimber, and deepens its surface color,
which is beneficial to its further use in the
outdoors. In the case of heat treatment
at 200 °C for 3 h, the thickness swelling
rate of bamboo scrimber after 24 h of
water absorption declined by nearly 40%,
while its static bending strength declined
by 64% due to the thermal degradation
of hemicellulose. In addition to the heat
treatment on bamboo bundles, bamboo
scrimber is also heat treated with heat

conducting oil [38]. When the heating oil
temperature and treatment time were
180 °C and 6 h, respectively, the 24-h
thickness swelling rate reached 1.97%,
while the MOE and MOR decreased by
28.6 and 31.6%, respectively. Exposure
to high temperatures also led to the
decrease in mechanical properties of
bamboo scrimber, and color changes
occurred in the inner and external areas
of the samples. As the temperature
exceeded 150 °C, the color changes
became more apparent. Shangguan et
al. [39] found that 170 °C was a turning
point for physical, mechanical and
chemical properties of bamboo scrimber
under heat treatment condition.
Dye treatment
In order to broaden the application
scope of bamboo scrimber in exterior
environments, it needs to be given
different colors through proper dyeing
techniques in addition to natural color
and carbonized color. In a study by Hu
and Yu [40], bamboo fiber mats were
treated with acid black. It was found that
the dyeing procedure slightly reduced
the MOR and MOE of bamboo scrimber
but improved the water repellency. A
similar variation trend for mechanical
properties and water repellency was
found when Basic Brown G dye was used
[41].
Adhesives
Nugroho and Ando [1] reported
the results for the thickness swelling of
bamboo scrimber using diphenylmethane
diisocyanate (MDI) resin. The TS values
of bamboo scrimber increased with the
increase in board density, which could
be ascribed to the greater springback
of the compacted particles in boards of
high density. Contrary to Nugroho and
Ando, Xie et al. [35] found that both the
width and thickness swelling showed
a decrease with the fabricated density
when phenolic resins were used. The
difference may originate from the
different molecular weights of adhesives,
which determine the permeability of
adhesives in bamboo.
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Fire retardant
As the bamboo scrimber has been
more and more applied in building and
decoration fields, the chance of fire
accident occurrence also increases
because bamboo material belongs to
combustible material. Nanoparticles (
CaCO3, CaO, MgCO3 and MgO) with
a diameter of 5–50 nm were added
into phenolic resin by Fu et al. [42] to
improve the flame-retardant property
of bamboo- wood hybrid scrimber.
After adding 10% nanoparticles, each
mechanical property of bamboo-wood
hybrid scrimber was improved. Their
findings were in agreement with the
study reported by Du et al. [43], in which
applying ( NH4)2HPO4 fire retardant
before gluing would increase part of
physical and mechanical properties of
bamboo scrimber. However, it would
increase the manufacturing cost.
Method of mat formation
During the manufacturing process
of bamboo scrimber by hot-pressing, the
mats are usually formed manually, which
is not only of low efficiency but also
results in the abrupt fluctuation of the
density profile for bamboo scrimber. The
study by He et al. [44] innovated bamboo
bundle knitting process in manufacturing
of bamboo scrimber. In the study,
the bamboo bundles were knitted to
consecutive bamboo bundle veneer,
which was then laminated and hotpressed along the grain to manufacture
knitted bamboo scrimber. Their results
revealed that bamboo bundle knitting
process could decrease the thickness
swelling and improved shear strength
due to more uniform structure and even
density profile over the cross section.
Hot‑pressing parameters
Test results provided by Kim et
al. [45] indicated that internal bond
strength of bamboo scrimber generally
increased with increasing temperature.
Bamboo scrimber hot-pressed by 160
°C for 12 min and 180 °C for 10 min
exhibited relatively higher wet-bending
strength [46].

Density
According to Kumar et al. [47], all
the mechanical properties of bamboo
scrimber significantly vary with the
density of bamboo scrimber as well
as with the fiber orientation. A positive
linear relationship was found between
density and MOR (or MOE) no matter
whether the measurements were done
parallel or perpendicular to the fiber
direction of bamboo scrimber [48]. As
the density increased from 1.02 to 1.3
g/cm3, the MOR of bamboo scrimber
almost increased by 50%, from 271
to 398 MPa and the MOE increased
from 26.4 to 32.3 GPa [21]. The water
absorption decreased from 43.0 to
5.01% as the density increased from
0.8 to 1.2 g/cm3 [35], which could be
attributed to the closeness of bamboo
lumens such as vessels, parenchymas
and fibers caused by highpressure hotpressing process. In addition, the rise
of density had positive effects on color
stability and dimensional stability. Based
on service- performance and costminimization considerations, 1.1 g/cm3
was determined as the most appropriate
density for general applications [49].
Milling process parameters
In a study by Wang et al. [50], the
effects of milling process parameters on
cutting forces and surface roughness
were studied during edge cutting
of bamboo scrimber. The results
showed that decreasing the feed rate
appropriately could improve the quality
of machined surface roughness and
decrease power consumption. In the case
of 8 m/min feed speed and 1.6 mm cutting
depth, highquality planed surfaces with
low roughness of the bamboo scrimber
board were obtained [3].
Post‑treatment of products
Li et al. [51] investigated the
effect of post-treatments including
water immersion, oil immersion, air
drying and infrared drying on color
changes, dimensional stability and
cracking behavior of bamboo scrimber.
The results showed that the bamboo
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scrimber became darker after all
treatment conditions, especially the
oil treatment and infrared drying. The
dimensional stability was more or less
affected by the treatment conditions
except oil treatment. Furthermore, 4-h
air drying at 150 °C or infrared drying
at 100 or 150 °C led to the cracks of
bamboo scrimber. Three standard
methods (ASTM D1037, BS EN1087-1
and WCAMA) were used by Chang et al.
[52] to achieve the hygrothermal aging
of bamboo scrimber. After aging, the
brittleness of the bamboo scrimber was
enhanced and the bending performance
declined. Outdoor exposure tests on
bamboo scrimber were performed by
Zhu et al. [53] for 2 years. After 2 years
of exposure, the surface color values
had a decreasing tendency and a gradual
decrease was also found in MOR, MOE
and shear strength of bamboo scrimber
as a function of exposure time.
Application field
In the initial stage of the development
of bamboo scrimber, its target product
market is mainly located in the indoor
floor. Because of its natural and elegant
texture over 1.2 g/cm3 density, it is
welcomed by domestic and foreign
consumers. As a result, the consumer
market is developing rapidly. With the
further cognition of the performance of
bamboo scrimber, its application scope
has gradually extended to furniture
manufacturing (Fig. 5a), decoration (Fig.
5b) and outdoor use (Fig. 5c). Outdoor
floor has become one of the highest
value-added products.
Bamboo scrimber is also used in
building structural materials, platform
floor and high-end materials such as
wind turbine blades (Fig. 5d). With
the continuous development of new
technology and new process, the
application scope of bamboo scrimber
will be wider.
Conclusions
Bamboo scrimber is a kind of
bamboo-based composite product using
small-diameter bamboo and bamboo
waste as raw material. It has changed

bamboo scrimber prepared by heat treatment and phenolic resin has certain outdoor resistance to mold and

The defibering technique discussed in this paper for the
development of bamboo scrimber helps resolve challenge

the present situation of bamboobased boards. For example,
the types of raw materials are
limited and the utilization rate of
bamboo is low. Also, it explored
a new way for the efficient
industrial utilization of smalldiameter bamboo. The strength
and stiffness of bamboo scrimber
are far higher than other wood-/
bamboo-based products, making
it capable of replacing wood
in structural applications. The
bamboo scrimber prepared by
heat treatment and phenolic
Fig. 5 The application field of bamboo scrimber. a Doors and windows, b interior decoration, c outdoor materials, d wind turbine blade
resin has certain outdoor
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CUSTOMER CONNECT

 Team Dongwha with Project Director Dongman Shin (third from right). Second from right: Marc Müller, Area Sales Director Southeast Asia
Siempelkamp, fourth from right: Jörg Melin, Sales Manager Büttner Energie- und Trocknungstechnik GmbH

Dongwha/Vietnam orders 47 m long
Siempelkamp MDF press again
Third Siempelkamp order; a record for the second time

T

he Korean company
Dongwha, Asia's largest
producer of engineered
wood, is securing the ‘longest
MDF press in Asia’ for the
second time with another 8'
x 47.1 m press. The new, third
Siempelkamp plant is designed
for processing the demanding
raw material acacia.
Already in 2010 and
2015, the company VRG
Dongwha, a joint venture of
Dongwha International and
the Vietnam Rubber Group
(VRG), ordered two MDF plants
from Siempelkamp. Both
plants produce in the south of
Vietnam in the greater Saigon
area and serve the country's
continuously growing woodbased products market.
The new investment in a
third Siempelkamp plant is
being made by Dongwha as
an individual company in order
to exploit the specific resource

deposits in northern Vietnam
in the Hanoi area. Here, acacia
is considered one of the most
common tree species - ideal for
improving soil quality, filtering
pollutants and enriching the
soil with nitrogen. However,
the raw material acacia
presents board producers
with challenges due to its
demanding fibre geometry.
ContiRoll® Generation 9
NEO: Best reference for
visionary projects

With the ContiRoll®
Generation 9 NEO – stands
for New Entry Option Siempelkamp developed
a continuous press with
extended highly flexible press
infeed that ensures controlled
de-aeriation of the mat important for reliable process
stability at high production
speeds, especially with special
fiber geometries. The innovative
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We are proud
to once again
support our
Korean partner
with a tailormade solution
to expand its
market-leading
position.

Marc Müller
Area Sales Director,
Southeast Asia,
Siempelkamp

press concept of the ContiRoll®
Generation 9 NEO, many years
of experience in processing
the raw material acacia, and
the good cooperation during
the last projects were decisive
for Dongwha’s order. “We are
proud to once again support
our Korean partner with a
tailor-made solution to expand
its market-leading position,”
says Marc Müller, Area Sales
Director, Southeast Asia,
Siempelkamp.
In addition to the forming
and press line, board handling
and a glue kitchen adapted
to the raw material acacia, the
scope of supply also includes
a dryer and an energy system
from Siempelkamp subsidiary
Büttner. After ground-breaking
beginning of December 2019,
delivery/assembly will start
in the third quarter of 2020,
commissioning is scheduled
for the late summer of 2021.
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WEINMANN Treff 2019 explores
latest trends and technologies

Technical presentations give
an insight into exciting topics
Benjamin Thum, Technical
Manager at Zimmerei Stark,
gave an insight into modular
construction. In the subsequent
presentation, Iris Dick (Die
Wertschätzer) discussed not
only the current challenges,
such as digitalization, but also
what companies need to do to
deal with the challenges so that
they can not only overcome
them, but also be involved
in actively defining them.
Frank Lewers, Authorized
Representative of Terhalle
Holzbau, reported on the
changeover to automated
prefabrication. Terhalle has
changed its production from
manual to automated.

PHOTOS: WEINNMANN

T

he entire timber
construction industry
came together once
again at the WEINMANN (a
HOMAG Group company)
Treff in St. Johann, Germany.
Around 300 visitors attended
the in-house trade fair from
November 7–8 and learned
about the latest trends and
technologies. A number of
new technologies that will
drive house construction
forward were presented.
Technical presentations from
practice and the accompanying
exhibition offered information
on current market trends,
as well as opportunities to
exchange information and
ideas.


Meeting point
for timber
construction at
WEINNMANN in
St. JohannLonsingen.

Experience machine
technologies live
WEINMANN presented a
number of new technologies
for house construction at
the in-house trade fair – in
particular, technologies for
element construction. The newly
developed technologies increase
customers' flexibility and
profitability.
l WALLTEQ M-120

multifunction bridge
l WALLTEQ M-380

multifunction bridge
l WALLTEQ M-310 insuFill

multifunction bridge
l BUILDTEQ A-500 carpentry

table
l BEAMTEQ B-660 carpentry

machine
l FastenerSwitch — quick

change of fasteners
The newly developed
quick-change system for the
multifunction bridge enables
maximum flexibility in selecting
and using various fastening
devices. In addition to the devices
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available on the multifunction
bridge, a separate station offers
four additional fastening units.
The multifunction bridge uses
the data record to change the
required fastening device fully
automatically depending on the
material. At 500 mm in length,
the space required increases
only marginally. It's the ideal
solution for enabling even smaller
businesses to achieve broad
diversity in the selection of
fastening devices.
5-axis technology
Visitors to the trade fair
also had the opportunity to
see new options in the area of
five-axis technology for element
construction. The five-axis
unit increases the diversity of
processing options and the areas
of use – freely interpolating
processing operations from
different sides are established
fully automatically. More
processing operations are
possible – and with fewer units.
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INDUSTRY UPDATE

Global Plywood Market 2019:
The industry desperately needs
new growth drivers
A summary of IndexBox’s recent report - 'World - Plywood - Market Analysis,
Forecast, Size, Trends and Insights'.

Consumption by country
China (101M cubic meters)
remains the largest plywood
consuming country worldwide,
accounting for 64% of total
consumption. Moreover,
plywood consumption in China
exceeded the figures recorded
by the world's second-largest
consumer, the U.S. (16M cubic

PHOTO: ADOBE STOCK

T

he global plywood
industry is currently
affected by the US-China
trade war and the slowdown
of China's economy. In 2018,
its market size was estimated
at US $73.9B, surging by 2.6%
against the previous year. This
figure reflects the total revenues
of producers and importers
(excluding logistics costs, retail
marketing costs, and retailers'
margins, which will be included
in the final consumer price).
Over the period under
review, plywood consumption
continues to indicate a buoyant
increase. The most prominent
rate of growth was recorded in
2014 with an increase of 34%
y-o-y. Over the period under
review, the global plywood
market reached its peak figure
level at US $93.9B in 2015;
however, from 2016 to 2018,
consumption remained at a
lower figure.


China (113M cubic
meters) remains
the largest plywood
producing country
worldwide, accounting
for 71% of total
production. Moreover,
plywood production
in China exceeded the
figures recorded by the
world's second-largest
producer, the U.S.
(11M cubic meters),
tenfold.
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meters), six-fold. The third
position in this ranking was
occupied by Japan (6.2M cubic
meters), with a 3.9% share.
In China, plywood
consumption increased at an
average annual rate of +9.7%
over the period from 20072018. In the other countries, the
average annual rates were as
follows: the U.S. (-0.4% per year)
and Japan (+4.5% per year). In
value terms, China (US $45.8B)
led the market, alone. The
second position in the ranking
was occupied by the U.S. (US
$7.3B). It was followed by Japan.
The countries with the
highest levels of plywood per
capita consumption in 2018
were Canada (71 cubic meters

per 1000 persons), China (70
cubic meters per 1000 persons)
and Japan (49 cubic meters per
1000 persons).
From 2007 to 2018, the
most notable rate of growth
in terms of plywood per capita
consumption, amongst the
main consuming countries,
was attained by China, while
the other global leaders
experienced more modest paces
of growth.
Production 2007-2018
In 2018, approximately
160M cubic meters of plywood
were produced worldwide;
approximately equating the
previous year. Over the period
under review, the total output

indicated strong growth from
2007 to 2018: its volume
increased at an average annual
rate of +4.9% over the last
eleven-year period. The trend
pattern, however, indicated
some noticeable fluctuations
being recorded throughout
the analyzed period. Based
on 2018 figures, plywood
production decreased by -2.8%
against 2016 indices. The pace
of growth appeared the most
rapid in 2011 with an increase
of 16% y-o-y. Over the period
under review, global plywood
production reached its peak
figure volume at 165M cubic
meters in 2016; however, from
2017 to 2018, production
remained at a lower figure.
In value terms, plywood
production amounted to US
$72.7B in 2018 estimated
in export prices. Over the
period under review, plywood
production continues to indicate
prominent growth. The most
prominent rate of growth
was recorded in 2014 when
production volume increased
by 46% y-o-y. The global
plywood production peaked at
US $101.4B in 2015; however,
from 2016 to 2018, production
failed to regain its momentum.
Production by country
China (113M cubic
meters) remains the largest
plywood producing country
worldwide, accounting for 71%
of total production. Moreover,
plywood production in China
exceeded the figures recorded
by the world's second-largest
producer, the U.S. (11M cubic
meters), tenfold. The third
position in this ranking was
occupied by Russia (4M cubic
meters), with a 2.5% share.
From 2007 to 2018, the
average annual growth rate of
volume in China totalled +8.8%.

In the other countries, the
average annual rates were as
follows: the U.S. (-0.7% per year)
and Russia (+3.4% per year).
Exports (2007-2018)
Global exports stood at
34M cubic meters in 2018,
rising by 4.7% against the
previous year. Over the period
under review, plywood exports,
however, continue to indicate a
relatively flat trend pattern. The
pace of growth was the most
pronounced in 2010 with an
increase of 39% year-to-year.
Over the period under review,
global plywood exports attained
their maximum at 34M cubic
meters in 2007; however, from
2008 to 2018, exports stood at
a somewhat lower figure.
In value terms, plywood
exports amounted to US $15.8B
(IndexBox estimates) in 2018.
The total export value increased
at an average annual rate of
+2.0% from 2007 to 2018;
however, the trend pattern
indicated some noticeable
fluctuations being recorded
throughout the analyzed period.
The most prominent rate of
growth was recorded in 2010
when exports increased by 30%
year-to-year. Over the period
under review, global plywood
exports reached their maximum
at US $16.5B in 2014; however,
from 2015 to 2018, exports
remained at a lower figure.
Exports by country
In 2018, China (12M cubic
meters) was the key exporter
of plywood, creating 36% of
total exports. It was distantly
followed by Russia (3.6M cubic
meters), Indonesia (2.8M cubic
meters), Brazil (2.6M cubic
meters) and Malaysia (2.2M
cubic meters), together creating
a 33% share of total exports.
Finland (1.1M cubic meters),

Largest
plywood
producing
countries

113M

cubic meters
China

11M

cubic meters
U.S.

4M

cubic meters
Russia

Chile (1.1M cubic meters),
Viet Nam (735K cubic meters),
the U.S. (699K cubic meters),
Germany (628K cubic meters)
and Canada (548K cubic
meters) took a minor share of
total exports.
Exports from China
increased at an average annual
rate of +3.7% from 2007 to
2018. At the same time, Viet
Nam (+25.1%), the U.S. (+3.8%),
Russia (+3.7%), Chile (+1.6%)
and Germany (+1.4%) displayed
positive paces of growth.
Moreover, Viet Nam emerged
as the fastest-growing exporter
in the world, with a CAGR of
+25.1% from 2007-2018.
Canada and Finland experienced
a relatively flat trend pattern.
By contrast, Brazil (-1.9%),
Indonesia (-2.6%) and Malaysia
(-9.6%) illustrated a downward
trend over the same period.
From 2007 to 2018, the share
of China, Russia and Viet Nam
increased by +12%, +3.4% and
+2% percentage points, while
Brazil (-1.8 p.p.), Indonesia (-2.7
p.p.) and Malaysia (-13.1 p.p.)
saw their share reduced. The
shares of the other countries
remained relatively stable
throughout the analyzed period.
In value terms, China (US
$5.4B) remains the largest
plywood supplier worldwide,
comprising 34% of global
exports. The second position
in the ranking was occupied by
Indonesia (US $1.7B), with a
11% share of global exports. It
was followed by Russia, with a
8.7% share.
In China, plywood exports
increased at an average annual
rate of +4.0% over the period
from 2007-2018. In the other
countries, the average annual
rates were as follows: Indonesia
(+1.4% per year) and Russia
(+6.1% per year).
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Export prices by country
In 2018, the average
plywood export price amounted
to US $459 per cubic meter,
rising by 1.9% against the
previous year. Over the period
from 2007 to 2018, it increased
at an average annual rate of
+2.1%. The most prominent rate
of growth was recorded in 2014
when the average export price
increased by 19% y-o-y. In that
year, the average export prices
for plywood attained their peak
level of US $594 per cubic
meter. From 2015 to 2018, the
growth in terms of the average
export prices for plywood failed
to regain its momentum.
Prices varied noticeably
by the country of origin; the
country with the highest price
was Indonesia (US $609 per
cubic meter), while Brazil (US
$293 per cubic meter) was
amongst the lowest.
From 2007 to 2018, the
most notable rate of growth in
terms of prices was attained
by Chile, while the other global
leaders experienced more
modest paces of growth.
Imports (2007-2018)
In 2018, the amount of
plywood imported worldwide
amounted to 32M cubic
meters, surging by 5.2% against
the previous year. The total
import volume increased at an
average annual rate of +1.9%
from 2007 to 2018; however,
the trend pattern indicated
some noticeable fluctuations
being recorded throughout the
analyzed period. The growth
pace was the most rapid in 2010
when imports increased by 31%
against the previous year. The
global imports peaked in 2018
and are likely to see steady
growth in the near future.
In value terms, plywood

imports. These countries were
followed by South Korea, the
UK, the Netherlands, Canada,
Egypt, Mexico, the Philippines,
the United Arab Emirates and
Saudi Arabia, which together
accounted for a further 28%.
The Philippines experienced
the highest growth rate of
imports, among the main
importing countries over
the last eleven-year period,
while the other global leaders
experienced more modest paces
of growth.

imports amounted to US $14.9B
(IndexBox estimates) in 2018.
The total import value
increased at an average annual
rate of +2.8% over the period
from 2007 to 2018; however,
the trend pattern indicated
some noticeable fluctuations
being recorded in certain years.
The pace of growth appeared
the most rapid in 2010 with
an increase of 29% against the
previous year. Over the period
under review, global plywood
imports reached their peak
figure in 2018 and are expected
to retain its growth in the
immediate term.
Imports by country
In 2018, the U.S. (4.8M
cubic meters), followed by Japan
(3M cubic meters), the UK
(1.7M cubic meters), Germany
(1.7M cubic meters) and South
Korea (1.5M cubic meters) were
the key importers of plywood,
together achieving 40% of total
imports. The Philippines (1.1M
cubic meters), the United Arab
Emirates (950K cubic meters),
Canada (939K cubic meters),
the Netherlands (875K cubic
meters), Egypt (853K cubic
meters), Saudi Arabia (788K
cubic meters) and Mexico (786K
cubic meters) followed a long
way behind the leaders.
From 2007 to 2018, the
most notable rate of growth
in terms of imports, amongst
the main importing countries,
was attained by the Philippines,
while the other global leaders
experienced more modest paces
of growth.
In value terms, the U.S.
(US $2.5B), Japan (US $1.7B)
and Germany (US $883M)
appeared to be the countries
with the highest levels of
imports in 2018, together
accounting for 34% of global
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Plywood
imports:

4.8 M

cubic meters
U.S.

3M

cubic meters
Japan

1.7 M

cubic meters
UK and Germany

Import prices by country
The average plywood
import price stood at US $473
per cubic meter in 2018,
approximately reflecting the
previous year. In general, the
plywood import price, however,
continues to indicate a relatively
flat trend pattern. The pace
of growth appeared the most
rapid in 2008 an increase of
16% against the previous year.
The global import price peaked
at US $583 per cubic meter in
2014; however, from 2015 to
2018, import prices failed to
regain their momentum.
There were significant
differences in the average
prices amongst the major
importing countries. In 2018,
the country with the highest
price was Japan (US $576 per
cubic meter), while Saudi Arabia
(US $229 per cubic meter) was
amongst the lowest.
From 2007 to 2018, the
most notable rate of growth in
terms of prices was attained by
South Korea, while the other
global leaders experienced
more modest paces of growth.

(Source:
IndexBox AI Platform)
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Woodworking

around the globe
MOSO® AND GRAD

A unique solution for the new generation of bamboo terraces

M

oso International
B.V., pioneer of
innovative bamboo
solutions for indoor and
outdoor use, and GRAD, the
new generation terrace brand,
combine their expertise to
offer a complete turnkey
wooden terrace solution, based
on the unique and patented
‘Grad System’ installation
system and the bamboo
decking board, MOSO®
Bamboo X-treme®.
GRAD, a revolution in
terrace constructions has
developed a unique installation
system to simplify the
installation and dismantling of
terraces. This major innovation
in the field of decking
construction is based on a
patented technical principle:
aluminium rails with 4 profiles
of different heights, all preequipped with GRAD clips for
decking.
The system guarantees a
deck with invisible clips for the
most aesthetic and durable
result.


GRAD, the new
generation terrace
brand, combine their
expertise to offer
a complete turnkey
wooden terrace
solution
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The system offers many
advantages:
l Straight and precise - the
pre-assembly of the clips
on the rails is carried out at
GRAD.
l Fast - just align the clips, level
and clip the boards.
l Improved decking durability
- no contact between the
decking boards and the joists,
guaranteed ventilation gaps
between boards, no screws

and therefore no water
infiltration in the material.
l Convenient - the decking
is 100% removable, using a
simple key.
The result: an elegant
deck without visible fastening,
perfect ventilation distances,
high quality materials and a
structural guarantee of up to
30 years. The proven system
celebrates its 13th anniversary

Bamboo X-treme® has excellent properties:
l Durability: Use Class 4 (EN335) – Biological Durability
Class 1 (EN350)
l Strength and hardness: extremely high density of 1,150
kg/m3 - Brinell hardness >9.5kg/mm²
l Stability: very low expansion coefficient
l Fireproof: fire resistance Class Bfl-s1-d0 for decking
l Ecological: proven CO2 neutral, offers additional LEED
and BREEAM credits
l Multiple applications: decking, cladding, street furniture,
pergola, blinds, screens, shutters and more
l Low maintenance

and more than 1,200,000 m² of terraces are installed
with the GRAD system.
Moso bamboo is a fast-growing and highly
resistant Chinese bamboo species. MOSO® uses a
unique production process combining heat treatment
at 200°C with very high density to increase the
hardness and stability. This double treatment makes
the bamboo suitable for outdoor applications like
decking. MOSO® Bamboo X-treme® can also be
used in many outdoor applications, such as cladding
and shutters. Like tropical woods, MOSO® Bamboo
X-treme® deck will colour-fade and gradually turn
grey, giving it a very natural look.



BORZALINO

Taylor: The elegant, hand-carved, solid wood armchair

T

he ‘Taylor’ armchair is characterized
by the sinuous and elegant shapes of
its hand-carved solid wood frame and
its soft cushions. This combination of shapes
and materials are available in a variety of
finishes and combinations: canaletto walnut
or ash (lacquered or natural) for the wooden
frame, fabrics or leather for the cushion
cover. The result is a Carlo Bimbi design
armchair with a solidly sculpted structure
and nice craftsmanship that fully express
Borzalino's values, such as elegance, refined
design, and comfort.
Structure: solid wood.
l Seat springing: elastic straps.
l Fillings: removable seat cushion in 35 Kg/
cubic meter density polyurethane foam
and covered with feather quilt channelled
in order to guarantee that the feathers
remain neatly and constantly in place over
time. Back cushion in channelled feather to
give roundness and softness.
l Detail: solid wood frame hand carved.
Lacquered brass ‘B’ Trademark
l inlaid in the wooden frame.
l Outside structure: In lacquered oak or
solid walnut Canaletto wood made by
master craftsmen with strong structural
grafts of fine workmanship
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NEWS UPDATE

Biesse Group inaugurates the
new ‘Ulm Campus’ in Germany

T

he Biesse Group inaugurated
the brand-new Ulm Campus
near Nersingen, with a grand
opening ceremony late this October.
The CNC machine manufacturer
will exhibit in-house technologies
and partners’ machines, over
approximately 1,500 square metres.
Biesse Deutschland is part of the
internationally active Biesse Group
and has grown continually since its
foundation in 1997. The new location
in the Bavarian town of Nersingen
stands out for its location, which
is ideal in terms of infrastructure,
precisely where the Autobahn 7
meets the Bundesstraße 10. The new
company headquarters was built on
the 6,000 square metre site, which the
company calls the ‘Ulm Campus’ due
to its diverse educational, training and
exhibition facilities.
The company invested more than
5 million euros in the construction
of the new showroom. Product
demonstrations, training courses and
various events will take place there
throughout the year. The Ulm Campus

is home to the latest machinery and
technologies for processing wood,
plastic, glass and stone. Sophia,
Biesse's innovative IoT platform,
enabling Biesse customers to connect
their machines directly to Biesse's
remote maintenance service via an
Internet connection will be presented
at the new showroom.
"Today we not only want to
celebrate the opening of a new
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building, but also create the basis
for a successful future. With the
construction of the new exhibition and
our modern education and training
facilities, we are laying the foundation
for new successes, from which our
customers will also benefit. There is
a demand for well-trained employees
and they are the prerequisite for
the professional and successful use
of our technologies," explains Jacek
Pigorsch, Managing Director, Biesse
Deutschland.
Federico Broccoli, Wood Division/
Sales Director and Subsidiaries
Division Director continues: "Our
investment in this project is proof of
our commitment to supporting our
worldwide subsidiaries in their future
development. The Biesse technologies
are presented in the best possible
way thanks to the optimal framework
conditions. We invite everyone to see
the results of our extensive investment
first-hand", concludes Broccoli.
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